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Judge rules in county suit
By JIM MAHANES
Stall Writer

UK's Curry
says battle
for QB open
Page 8A

held secret meetings and failed to
provide adequate space to accommodate interested citizens.
Daughaday ruled Wednesday
the jail committee met on several
occasions, often discussed matters over the telephone, did not
hold any regular or noticed meetings and did not keep agendas or
minutes of those meetings. All of
which violate state law.
However, the judge found the
committee did not willfully violate these laws.
The judge also found the fiscal
court violated the law on Oct. 13,
1994; Nov. 16, 1994; Dec. 15,
1994 and March 27, 1995 when
the.magistrates 'met in the judge/

A decision has been rendered
in the open meetings dispute
between the Calloway County
Fiscal Court and a local citizens'
group.
Graves County Circuit Judge
John Daughaday, who served as
special judge in the case, has
ruled the fiscal court tnade no
willful violations of the Kentucky
Open Meetings Act pertaining to
construction of a new jail.
The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens filed
suit against the fiscal court in
March 1995 claiming the court
and the appointed jail committee

Congressional
session ending
with overhaul
WASHINGTON (AP) — Driving toward a summer recess,
Congress is nearing completion
of a pile of legislation, capped
by a historic welfare overhaul
and election -year bills to fight
terrorism, increase the minimum wage and broaden
access to health insurance for
millions of people.
The spurt of legislative activity punctuated what had been a
sharply partisan, generally
unproductive session of Congress so far this year and
should provide campaign fodder for both parties as they
gear up for their national nominating conventions and head
into the fall elections.

The welfare bill, which would
end the six-decades-old federal
pledge of open-ended aid to
the poor, passed 328-101
shortly after President Clinton's
drankelic announcement that he
would sign the bill after weeks
of wavering.
During his 1992 presidential
campaign, Clinton promised to
end the current welfare system,
but he vetoed two previous
GOP welfare plans, calling
them too harsh.

WEATHER
Today...Partly sunny. High
near 85. Light northwest wind.
Tonight Partly cloudy. Low
in the lower 60s.
Friday...Panly sunny. High
in the mid 80s.
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and were within Williams' executive authority.
Daughaday found that County
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams
failed to respond to a written
complaint filed by Max Canady
as required by law. The judge
also ruled that Canady failed to
follow procedures outlined by
'law in filing his appeal.
"Ignorance of the law IS no
excuse, therefore, we -have
grounds for impeachment and
they should be impeached,"
Canady said Thursday about the
judgement.
Daughaday's ruling also stated
"that each party shall be responsible for their respective costs

and attorney fees in this aciion."
Paul Hayes, attorney for the
county, told the Ledger he was
pleased with Wednesday's
decision.

"These were „technicaLsialadons that the court tried to cor- •
redt when they were brought to.
our attention. They were not will- ful violations," he said. "Our pos-•
ition from the beginning Is that
we did nothing knowingly wrong.
This has cost the county thousands of dollars in expenses, and
delayed the jail by two months
just to prove the violations were
II See Page 2

Bel Air Center will
sport a modern image

NATIONAL

"I'm still somewhat numb
from what all has happened in
the last few hours," Rep. Clay
Shaw, R-Fla., one of the
authors of the welfare bill, told
reporters shortly after the
House passed the measure
Wednesday. "This plurality was
tremendously important to
show the resolve of the American people that we are going to
change this welfare system."
"This is a remarkable vindication of the direction we're trying to help all of America get
to," House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., said. "I think is a
tremendous achievement."

executive's office. Daughaday
agreed the space was not adequate for a public meeting.
After receiving complaints, the
fiscal court has moved the meetings from the judge/executive's
office to the Weaks Center.
Daughaday further ruled the
citizens' group failed to provide
sufficient evidence that the court
met privately on several other
occasions named in the suit.
The ruling upheld the hiring of
an architect, a financial advisor
and a bond attorney as recommended by the committee and
approved by the fiscal court.
Daughaday found the hirings
were not subject to advertisement

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

BATTER UP: Austin Hopkins gets batting tips from Murray Blue
All-Stars coach Kenneth McCuiston Wednesday afternoon at the
Murray-Calloway County Park. The ail-star squad was preparing for
Its Park League 2 game tonight in Benton.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Construction may begin as
soon as next week on a major
renovation project for the Bel Air
Shopping Center on the south end
of Murray.
Bel Air Center General Manager Bob Billington announced
Wednesday the shopping center
will undergo a major facelift to
update the appearance of Murray's oldest shcpping center.
Cleaver Construction Company
Inc. will start work next week
constructing a forest green roof
on the complex that will extend
and meet a beige painted front..
"I've been wanting to do this
for sometime," Billington said.
He is also president of the Murray Shopping Centers Inc. "We
felt we owed it to our tenants."
Murray Shopping Centers Inc.
owns the Bel Air center and will
pay the finance project.
"I told our tenants that they're
lease price will not go up," he
said. "Murray Shopping Centers
Inc. will pay for the project."
Billinglon met with those tenants about five months ago. He
said they were excited about the
project which sould be completed

This is an artist's rendering of the Bel Air project.
by December.
"It will bring the look of the
Bel Air Shopping Center up to
date," he said. "We felt it was
time to modernize the look of the
center."
Billington said the only
expense to the shopping center's
tenants will be the inconvenience
of the construction work itself
and the expense of changing
some of the existing signs.
"Signs can either make or
break this project;" Billington
said. "Right now you can drive
through the center and not be
able to see each store's sign.
Once the project is completed,

each store will have an enclosedletterd sign on the front of each
building above their store."
"We are just really excited
about this project," said Scars
owner Opal Hart. "This center is
taking on new life and new
growth. This is really something
to get excited about. It's going to
look like the modern shopping
centers in cities much larger than
Murray."
"It will be an inconvenience to
them because they- will have to
have their signs down for about
three or four months. But the

III See Page 2

TWA CRASH

Source: No
bomb evidence
on cargo door
By PAT MILTON
sengers' baggage.
Associated Press Writer
In field tests, some pieces of
EAST MORICHES, N.Y.(AP) debris have shown traces of suspicious chemicals. But as of
— Tests failed to show evidence
today, the source said, none of
of a bomb on a piece of &opt cargo door from TWA Flight 800, those positive readings had been
stalling investigators' attempt to confirmed by tests with more
prove the plane was destroyed by sophisticated equipment in
Washington.
an explosion in the hold, a source
If the bomb did blow up in the
close to the investigation said
today.
cargo hold, the search for a
The source, who spoke to The
potential bomber could be narAssociated Press on condition of rowed to those wbo had access to
the bags. But inspectors also have
anonymity, said that forensic
tests also had failed to find bomb speculated that a bomb could
evidence on any of the other
have been placed in the nose
pieces of wreckage recovered in
wheel, or in a food cart in the
recent days.
front upper section of the jetliner,
In a preliminary inspection of the sourc‘ said.
the cargo door, "nothing ...
On W -..Inesday, bad weather
jumps out at us," the source said. stalled forts to retrieve more of
"Nothing that looks like it is
the crash's 230 victims, and it
going to get us closer" to conrained, in the area again today.
cluding what destroyed the plane. Forty-six bodies remain unacInvestigators who favor the
counted for, and a lead investigabomb explanation had high hopes
tor said it was unlikely all of
for the cargo door piece. They
them would be found.
have theorized that a blast
Officials also unveiled drawoccurred in the front cargo hold,
which on Flight 800 carried pasII See Page 2
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HOLDIN' ON: Members of Boy Scout Troop 358 from Zionsville, Indiana help each other navigate the

criss-cross court at Gateway Park Wednesday afternoon at the National Boy Scout Museum

Jewell in limbo as FBI searches
By MITCHELL CANDSBERG
AP National Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — For five
hours, Richard Jewell sat glumly
on the step to his apartment,
watching federal agents cart away
his worldly goods. Eighty miles
away, agents picked through a
rented storage shed and his previ-
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ous home, a secluded cabin overlooking the Chattahoochee River.
By early to:10y, authorities had
not said whether they had found
evidence indicating that the
"hero" of Saturday's attack on
Centennial Olympic Park could
be the same person who left a
timed pipe bomb in the midst of a

festive crowd.
"We are continuing and we are
going to find out who did this."
FBI spokeswoman Joyce Dean
said late Wednesday, after agents
spent a day exploring the most
II See Page 2
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Police investigate weekend burglary
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

ness had been ransacked when
she opened at 8 a.m. Monday.
Smith said the burglar entered
the store through a door on the
north side by prying it open.
"Once inside, the perpetrator
kicked in the office door and
stole a fire safe which contained
about $1,800. The cash register
was then opened and about $350

Murray police are investigating
a burglary that took place last
weekend at Sporty's Grill.
According to MPD Chief
David Smith, Mary Ball, owner
of Sporty's, told police she
locked the restaurant at 10:30
p.m. Saturday and found the busi-

Residents robbed by two armed men
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Several Murray residents were
robbed at gunpoint Wednesday at
a home on Main Street.
According to police log sheets,
two black males wearing dark
clothing and ski masks forced the
residents to lie on the floor of the

american dun arees

Centr.•

house while they were robbed.
Both men were allegedly carrying handguns. The men were
described as being six-feet tall
and weighing between 140 and
160 pounds.
At press time Thursday, Murray police had not released any
information concerning the
incident.

FROM PAGE 1

Police confiscate gun from juvenile
By JIM MAHANES
_Staff Writpr_ _
Murray police confiscatid
.22-caliber pistol from a 17-yearold juvenile Tuesday at the Social
Services office.
According to Murray Police
Department Chief David Smith,
police received a call from the

was taken out of it," he said.
The burglar also stole an
adding machine which was valued at about $350 and attempted
to gain entry into several video
game machines in the restaurant.
Smith said detectives have several suspects and are in the process of following up on leads in
the case.

guardians of the youip. They told
police a gun was missing from
their residence and -that the boy
was at the social services office.
When officers arrived, they
found the loaded weapon in the
boy's pocket, Smith said.
The youth was charged with
possession of a firearm and carrying a concealed deadly weapon.

center will be the most modernlooking shopping center in Murray," Billington said.
While the shopping center
itself is under construction, Sirlion Stockade will also expand its
existing building by about 60 to
80 seats.
"We're very excited about our
project and the center's project. I
think it will have a tremendous
impact on the shopping center,"
said Adam Carver, owner of Sirlion Stockade. "This center has
survived through thick and thin
and - we- - think it. is -high. time to
give it a facelift."
Along with the expansion and
addition of seats, Carver said Sirloin Stockade will have an
expanded buffet and bakery.
The Bel Air center was built in
the late 1960s and was the first of
its kind in Murray,

•Bomb...
Scotland in 1988. Investigators
were studying both cases for
ings of the airplane to Aow how
similarities to the Flight 800
little of the wreckage has been
explosion.
recovered. There was a lot of
TWA spokesman john' McDowhite — representing the original
nald said Wednesday that a TWA
747 may contain either passenger
outer skin — and very little blue
— pieces that had been found. luggage or commercial cargo.
But the diagram did show that the
The source told the AP, however,
front cargo door and a piece of that it was carrying passenger
fuselage on the opposite side of. luggage.
the plane had been recovered. •
As the investigation entered its
The exact cause of the July 17 third week, divers continued to
crash that killed 230 people .retriew—victims! bodies. Officials
remained elusive, and frustrated
said 184 had been recovered as of
officials had not yet discounted
Wednesday.
two other theories: that a missile
'It's not realistic to think
or mechanical malfunction may
we're going' to recover every
have cause the explosion.
single person who was on that
"We haven't had enough
airplane," said Robert Francis,
things to come up with a concrete
vice chairman of the National
answer," said James Kallstrom,
Transportation Safety Board.
the FBI agent in charge.
Choppy seas Wednesday ham- Aid eath day that passes may
pered other salvage efforts; neithallow sea watet.to alter any evier of the. Navy's super-salvage
dence, such as:traces of explosive
ships raised any wreckage to the
on the, submerged _pieces of 'surface.
wreckage. -•
Scuba diving was suspended,
"Time is not to our advantage,
although Navy divers tethered to
certainly," Kallstrom said.
the search-and-salvage ship USS
Bombs placed in luggage
Grasp kept working on the ocean
stored in the front cargo hold are
floor. The Grasp and its sister
thought to have, destroyed a
ship, the Grapple, also probed the
French airliner over the Sahara in
deep with remote-controlled
1989 and Pan Am Flight 103 over
vehicles.
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minute physical details of
Jewell's life.
Two federal officials in
Washington, speaking on condiI:URRAI'
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tion of anonymity, suggested that
investigators' interest in Jewell
was diminishing somewhat.
"We are somewhat less suspicious of him, in part because a
couple of people have come forward and modified what they said
about him before," one of the
officials said.
But Dean said it was premature
to conclude that the FBI was losing interest in Jewell, a 33-yearold security guard who pointed
out a suspicious knapsack to
police minutes before a bomb
inside exploded.
•
Jewell's action gave officers
time to move back some people
who had been near the knapsack,
likely lessening the number of
victims. One woman died and
111 people were injured.
Jewell was lionized as a hero
— a role he embraced enthusiastically, though with "aw,
shucks" modesty. Since Tuesday,
when it became apparent that he
was a prime target of the FBI
investigation, his life has turned
upside down.
"I think like most decent people, Richard is humiliated and
embarrassed, not so much for
himself, but for all the problems
it has caused his mother and
other family members," Jewell's
lawyer, Watson Bryant, said this
morning on NBC's "Today"
show. "This kind of attention
nobody needs."
"I don't think that this investigation should be conducted under
world spotlight, if you will, like
this," he said.
FBI officials here have maintained all along that Jewell was
only one of many, people being
investigated. But a federal law
enforcement source in Washington described him Tuesday as the
"leading candidate" at that point
in the investigation.
The scene Wednesday at his
apartment, in a low-slung brick
building on a busy four-lane
road, was surreal.

FROM PAGE 1
not willfull."
Williams said he was "pleased'
with the decision," although he
was unhappy the suit delayed the
construction of the new jail.\
Mark Medlin, attorney for the
citizens' group, did not return the
Ledger's phone call by press
time.
"We proved our pOint, 'we
won," said Kathy Lyons, spokeswoman for the citizens' group. "I
find it interesting that the judge
ruled that there was no willful
intent.
"I know of no case where
ignorance of the law is an excuse.
We, the citizens of this county,
are paying for their guilt.
"We deserve the government
we elect. We need to get people
in positions of leadership who
have a working knowledge of the
law and the (CCACC) will work
towards electing officials that can
lead us into the future," she said.
In a related matter, the citizens' group is also awaiting a
ruling from the Kentucky Court
of Appeals concerning a lower
court ruling granting attorney's
fees to the fiscal court.

Fire destroys
black church
in rural area
DILLON, S.C. (AP) — Fire
heavily damaged a black church
today, and state and federal
investigators were trying to determine the cause.
The fire at the Springhill AME
Church started shortly after 1
a.m., State Law Enforcement
Division Chief Robert Stewart
said. The building in a rural area
was still smoldering hours later,
he said.
"It will be treated as an arson
unless and until it can be proven
differently," Stewart said. "We
are not ready to make a conclusion at this point."
Investigators expected to spend
most of the day gathering evidence, Stewart said.
Floydale Fire Chief C.W. Rowell, the first person to arrive at
the scene, said the church was
engulfed in flames and the walls
were collapsing. It took several
hours to extinguish the flames, he
said.
Rowell said he did not see anyone in the area and no injuries
were reported.
Helping Dillon County authorities in the investigation were the
FBI, the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and
the State Law Enforcement Division, Stewart said.
Dillon is located in a rural area
110 miles northeast of Columbia
near the North Carolina line.
There have been more than 70
suspicious fires at church properties belonging to predominantly
black congregations in Southern
states since 1995. An equal number of fires have been reported at
white churches in the region.
There is evidence of racism in
at least 18 of the fires. Racial
motivation has been ruled out in
more than two dozen other cases.
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MCMA provides musical performances for area
In 1959.a group of Murray music
lovers formed the Murray Civic
Music Association with the intention of bringing the best possible
musical performances to Murray
and area audiences to enhance the
cultural life of the community.
The 1959-60 season featured soprano Martha Lipton, the then-unknown piano duo Forante and
Teicher and the St. Louis Sinfonetta. In 1996,a different group of
Murray citizens has continued and
improved the tradition of worldclass musical and dance perfor- V
mance.The 38th MCMA season has
six concerts that cost less to attend
than one concert in a big city. In
addition,MCMA season ticket holders ein attend 16 other Concerts
at no additional charge in Paducah,
Sikeston. 'Carbondale and Union
City. ,.
In order to provide these outstanding performances as well as
three concerts for the public
schools, MCMA relies on corporate
and patron support as well as ticket
sales. Without this additional support it would be impossible to

present the number and quality of
performances that MCMA offers.
Companies in the area are being
solicited now. Any who are interested and have not been contacted
should call Dr. Roger Reichmuth
762-4516 for more information.
• Patrons are those who give an
additional amount from $25 up
above the price of their season
ticket. Former patrons are being
contacted, but everyone who enjoys
good music is urged to join the
patron group when they purchase
their season tickets. The general
membership drive begins Aug. 41..
The first concert on Oct. 13 is the
popular Dukes of Dixieland, who
have maintained their preeminent
position as a jazz band for four
decades and are the oldest continually-performing jazz ensemble in
New Orleans. The six-member
group has played throughout the
world, appearing with headlines
like Stan Kenton, Pete Fountain,
Woody Herman, Dr. John, Al Hirt
and Sarah Vaughn.
Other MCMA concrts this sea-

Murray CI* Music Association
107 North 17th
Murray, KY 42071

DUKES OF DIXIELAND

son are 12-year-old pianist Joshua
Cullen on Nov. 10, trumpeter and
vocalist Byron Stripling on Feb. 9,
Celtic ensemble Kiltarten Road performing the musical drama,"In the
Deep Heart's Core," based on the
poetry of Irish poet W.B. Yeats on
Feb. 25, The International Trio on
March 23 and The Nashville Symphony on April 13.
Adult tickets remain $30, family
tickets (two adults and four children), $60, senior citizens (65 or

over), $25 and students $15. All
Murray concerts are held in Lovett
Auditorium, which is accessible to
people with disabilities. All arc at
3:30 p.m. except Byron Stripling.
who performs at 2 p.m. For information, call (502) 762-4516 or 7539802.

SUBSCRIBE

t
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Every Fri • ay

ig

Early Bird Bingo 6.30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Weak

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine CLub

Send Summer Off
With A Bang!

'Barnum'entertains audiences in park 2040% on
The marquee on the Days Inn
sign reads,"Barnum is in the Park."
At this point, one might ask,"Who
is this Barnum,and what is he doing
in our park?" "Barnum" is a Broadway musical based on the life of the
legendary P.T. Barnum of circus
fame.
The music is written by Cy
Coleman, with lyrics by Michael
Stewart and book by Mark Bramble.
Marc Games plays the leading role
and Mark Etherton directs this production. The opening weekend of
this lively musical was a giant
success and there are only two
weekends left! The remaining performances are August 1-3,8-10 at 8
p.m. and 4, 11 at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for adults, $5 for
senior citizens, and $4 for students
and children. Reservations can be
made by calling Playhouse in the

Blues festival
starts Aug. 23
Kenlake State Park is gearing up
for its 7th annual Hot August Blues
Festival.
Festival coordinator, Gloria
Peck-Hargrove, feels this is one of
the best blues line-up to be found in
the country. Sunday, Aug. 25th
begins at noon and features blues
greats, Luther Allison, Pinetop Perkins, Snooky Prior, Shirley King,
Primetime Blues Band and festival
favorites, Mike Griffin & the Unknown Blues Band. Admission
price is $12 in advance and $15 at
the gate, for tickets locations call
800-325-0143.
Saturday, Aug. 24,show starts at
2 p.m. and will feature Dean Hall
and The Loose Eels, The Shack
Shakers, Lou Jetton and 61 South,
Sculled Out, Jimmy D. Taylor and
the Little Boys Blue, The Fender
Benders. This event is gate admission only,adults $7,children 12 and
under are free.
Friday, Aug. 23rds event is free
and will be on the lawn in front of
the hotel. Peck-Hargrove recommends that people bring lawn chairs
to enjoy John Weston,Blind Mississippi Morris and the Funn Brothers.
Amanda Davis will be featured in
the dining room which will be
serving a Blues Buffet.
The festival proceeds will go to
the Marshall & Calloway County
Habitat For Humanities. Additional
information on the festival can be
obtained by calling 800-325-0143.

Pick 3
6-6-5
Pick 4
2-9-9-8
Cash 5
12-15-21-23-26
Lotto
5-1 1-1 3-20-27-34

Sponsonsd by:

Park at (502) 759-1752. "Barnum"
is sponsored by HT Marketing,
Wal-Man, and JCPenney.
What should you expect at the
show? Clowns, magic, smiles,
laughter, and even a few surprises!

Selected Gift Items

109 S. 4th St.

As Murray's Playhouse in the
Park Week- kicked off on July 28,
theatergoers were awed to find a
celebrity among them in the great
nephew six times removed of the
late P.T. Barnum, Allen Barnum,
and his sons Jeremy and P.T. (Patrick Taylor) Barnum who attended
Sunday's matinee. Join in the fun
and make reservations for the greatest show on earth today!
Playhouse
programming
is
funded in part by grants from the
Murray Tourism Commission and
the Kentucky - Arts Council — a
state agency of the Education Arts
and Humanities Cabinet with funds
from the National Endowment for
the Arts.

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection '144, Great Price
tf FREE

COMPUTER BALANCING *
Open Mon In 7 5, Sat 7 Noon

(Cooper)

WAREHOUSE TIRE

\TIRES

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

L to R — Emily Robertson; Patrick Taylor, Allen, and Jeremy Barnum,
relatives of Barnum (see article); Jennifer Peters.
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Brent Boles, M.D.
Obstetrician and Gynecologist
Isjoining the medicalpractice of
Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky.42071
For appointments call

502-753-9300
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Brought To You Each Week By...

KEADMORE
BOOK-S-CARD

Welcome To A Tradition
Of Collecting Memories

4

s a specialist in obstetrics and gnecology, Dr. Brent Boles treats
disease and disorders of the genital tract, endocrine and reproductive
systems and provides care during pregnancy and delivery.
A graduate of Murray State University, Dr. Boles earned his
medical degree and completed his internship and residency at the
University of Louisville.

Dr. Boles was honored in 1992 with U of Es Gordon Award,
presented to the most outstanding mediral school graduate entering
obstetrics and gynecolog.This was followed in 1995 by an award
given to the resident demonstrating the highest quality of excellence
in patient care.
To schedule an appointment, call(502)753-9300.
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Brent Boles, M.D.

LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
Choose From...
•The Olympic Spirit Collection
•BarbieTM •Magical Ornaments
•Star Trek® Collection •Miniatures
*Sports Collection
•NFL Collection
•Folk Art Americana and more!

Obstetrician & Gynecologist
305 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-9300
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Clinton blunts yet
another sharp issue
By WALTER R. NEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Swallowing Republican medicine on
welfare, President Clinton made it sound as though he'd written
most of the prescription.
/---,
Clinton's decision to sign a GOP-framed welfare overhaul, over
liberal protests, and despite provisions he said go too far, blunted
an issue the Republicans would have hammered in the convention
and campaign weeks ahead.
The president was, as he noted on Wednesday, the candidate who
"pledged to end welfare as we know it" when he ran four years ago. But Clinton put welfare legislation on hold early in his administration. Republicans took that opening to put the same promise
into their own, conservative terms, in the 1994 campaign, and in
Congress after they won control.
Clinton said this bill, which Congress will send him after a finalSenate vote this week, dropped the worst elements of two earlier
GOP measures he vetoed as too harsh, especially on needy
children.
GOP leaders had said they expected Clinton to sign, Sen. Trent_
Lott predicting what he'd say:
"But I don't like this. I don't like that. And you know, if I'm
re-elected, I'll try to change some of it."
That was not Clinton's wording, but it was his message. He said
the bill met his principles, including time limits on welfare, five
years per family, and a requirement to work in no more than two
years, and that it includes more protection for children than prior
versions. But liberal Democrats in Congress said his signature
would help the Republicans consign needy children to poverty.
Welfare and health have been telling issues in the last two elections, first helping, then hurting Clinton and , the Democrats.
They're back for a third test, and the president has adapted to GOP
pressures on both.
In opting to sign the welfare bill, Clinton overrode the protests of
liberals, labor, civil rights and child advocacy groups. That breach
carries a risk because they represent part of the Democratic base,
votes he needs on Nov. 5.
But the alternative would have undermined his move to the political center, a course that has led Bob Dole and other Republicans to
claim he is trying to steal their themes. Complaints like that aren't
bothering Clinton, given his hefty leads in the public opinion polls.
Dole said the welfare move was an election-year conversion. He
said Clinton was "finally climbing on board the Dole welfare proposal." But a debate about custody and credit is far more manageable for Clinton than one about another welfare veto.
On health care, Clinton now applauds a step he once said he
would veto as inadequate, a bill that will entitle people to keep
.coierage when they change employers.
Ironically, by overreaching with his massive health care plan in
1993, and by delaying his own welfare proposal until it was too
late for action itt 1994, Clinton left himself vulnerable to the Republican campaign offensive that helped them win Congress in the
last elections.
Welfare reform was a prime promise in his 1992 campaign.
Health care was part of the Clinton platform, too. In office, he
reversed the order, saying that broader health care coverage for all
Americans had to be dealt with first, in part because of the impact
that would have on welfare programs.
Clinton has since acknowledged that he tried to do too much too
soon on health care. He had flatly rejected partway steps on health.
care, declaring that he would veto any bill that did not provide
coverage to all Americans.
But his sweeping, complex proposal, taunted by Republicans
even now as a "wrong-headed plan for a government-run health
care system," never came to a vote — even though Democrats controlled Congress then. And Republican campaigners seized on it as
evidence that Clinton was no centrist, but a liberal advocate of big
government. In his election-year State of the Union message, Clinton declared the era of big government to be over.
Clinton has now embraced a bill that looks much like the GOP
alternative to his original health care plan. It would guarantee that
workers can keep their health insurance when they change or lose
jobs, and protect them against• the denial of coverage for preexisting medical conditions.
The president said he wasn't worried about the political impact
of his welfare decision. "Those things are very hard to calculate
anyhow," he said.
The Republican response to another veto wouldn't have been.
Lott already had said it would show Clinton did not intend to keep
his campaign word, and that he was more worried about pebple
who don't work than about the taxpayers who pay the bill for
welfare.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whit/kid
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN, WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

It might be a good idea for the tale
of the late James Glenn Dudley to be
tacked behind the counters of every
supermarket, convenience store,
gas station, drugstore and anywhere
else where paying customers are
regularly acknowledged by grunts,
mumbles, yawns or a half-hearted
"have a nice day."
Dudley,85, was a retired podiatrist who lived in Marietta,Ga.Every
morning, he would go to a nearby
Kroger supermarket to have breakfast with other retired geezers and
maybeilo_aome grocery shopping.
The clerks who worked in the
store said he could be a grumpy and
bossy old fellow. Which is understandable. At 85,a guy usually has a
lot of aches and pains to be grumpy
about.
And after a lifetime of messing
with the feet of other people-trimming corns and bunions and curing
the dreaded black toe most of us
would not be standup comics.
But some of the clerks in the
supermarket king of enjoyed Dudley's irascible ways.
"To me," said Jeannette Peeks,
"he was sort ofa mean old man,but I
liked him for it. Like he told me I
was too fat. He'd say things like that.
He was kind of bossy and very
particular about things."
So when he frowned, grumbled

Mike Royko
sowed cotumnist
or commented on their weight, they
smiled. When he came in shoeless
or without a shirt on hot days, they
just joked with him.
Loretta Griggs, 54, has worked in
the deli section of the store for seven
years.
"He was a regular cutomer. He
came in every morning for breakfast. It's self-service, but when we'd
see him coming,we would hand him
a plate. We would carry his coffee to
the table for him because he'd
always forget it: But I try to be nice
to all my customers.
"When he came in, I used to say,
'Why, here's Glenn, he's my boyfriend,' and another woman would
say,'I want to take Glenn away from
you.' We just kidded with him."
Early in the year, Dudley, a
widower, was diagnosed as having
cancer. •
"I think that was why he could be
mean, sometimes, because he was

sick," Griggs said.
"But he could be so nice. When I
mentioned once that I had high
blood pressure, he came back the
next day with some pills and said,
'Here, take two every day.' Another
time, I said I had a taste for
watermelon.He went right over and
bought me-seiner
-- —
When Dudley's health began slipping and he was hospitalized,
Griggs and three other clerks visited
him. They just thought it was a
neighborly thing to do. It's kind of a
Southern thing.
Then in June, they got word that
he had died.
A few weeks later, Griggs was at
work when a man came in, told her
that he had been Dudley's financial
adviser and wanted to talk to her
when she finished her shift.
She met him outside at his car.
"He told me:'Loretta,Glenn left a
little piece of money for you.'
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New network, same story
The TWA tragedy brought extra
attention to a network that is part of
the NBC family. MSNBC is a
marriage of television with computer technology, advertised as the
wave of the 21st Century. Unfortunately, it is only the technology that
is innovative. The news and views
are the same as every other network.
The last time I wrote something
critical about a network on which I
appeared, they banned me.I haven't
been on ABC since I criticized
"Good Morning America" for disinviting, me because a producer feared
I might quote a Bible verse. It was
the ultimate exercise of prior restraint.
My TV show is on CNBC,
another arm of NBC,so imagine the
trepidation I feel critiquing MSNBC
and biting part of the hand that feeds
me. But this is said in the hope that
things will improve and ratings
climb.
On MSNBC, notes The New
York Times TV critic Walter Goodman: "Reporters struggle to find
different ways to say the same thing
over and over through their shifts."
And: "The new channel is depending on star power to crush CNN."
Why doesn't it depend on idea
power, or the power of different
ideas that might attract a wider
audience?
NBC is tailoring Olympic Games
coverage so that more women will
watch, downplaying more "manly"
sports like baseball in favor of
gymnastics and diving. So why
doesn't MSNBC go after the huge

disaffected audience who believe
the media,especially news,is incredibly slanted in a liberal direction?
Don't these people, many of whom
have become non-consumers of
news because they don't find their
views fairly represented, have cash
to dispose of on advertisers and
ratings points to confer on the
network that pays fair attention to
them?
Consider the same old song sung
by Bill Moyers on MSNBC July 19
and transcribed by the Media Research Center. Moyers used an
interview with magazine publisher
and former GOP presidential candidate Steve Forbes to advance his

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: an letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is 'ricersAry (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be type'Written and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
'more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any leiter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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forms in several states: "Are you
comfortable in a party where there
are a lot of theological imperatives
being imposed upon a political
platform?"
To Rep. Gary Franks (R-Conn.),
Moyers asked, "You're a Baptist.
I'm a Baptist, and my people have
been historically uncomfortable
with close intertwining of church
and state. Are you comfortable in a
Republican Party where there are so
many people who are trying to press
upon the platform their own theological and Christian interpretations
of social problems?'
And so it goes, as Linda Ellerbee
would say, throughout the entire
MSNBC lineup,from Bryant Gumbel to Katie Couric — nary a
balanced question, much less a
conservative host, in the field.
Here's my question: If the data
show that ratings are declining and
that the largest disaffected group is
made up of conservatives who no
longer watch because they believe
coverage is unfair, why do the
networks persist in putting on more
of the same things that have driven
huge numbers of people away?
They would come back if a
network showed it wanted to practice the inclusion and diversity
about which we hear so much. It
NBC programming can be designed
to attract women viewers, why
doesn't some network executive
wise up and go for the gold that
could be had by noticing other
views beside the tired, familiar and
discredited liberal ones?

own agenda. Moyers asked Forbes
why Republicans don't do something about traffic jams instead of
harping on tax reform. "I never hear
Republicans talking about these
very practical issues. Why is that?"
Later, Moyers said to Forbes, "I
don't know anything about your
religious preferences, but you strike
me as a very modern Republican
and a very tolerant fellow. And I'm
wondering, are you comfortable
with your party being so driven
these days by the Christian Coalition and the Christian Right?"
Then Moyers asked Sen. Kay
Bailey Hutchison (R-Tex.) about
the "uncompromising" GOP plat.
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"I said: 'He did?' And he said,
'Just sign here and I'll give you his
check for $I0,000.'
'I said, 'Oh, my God, I can't
believe it.' Ten thousand dollars. I
had to go back in the store and sit
down for an hour. I was shocked.
Ten thousand dollars when I'm
saving what I can to buy my own
little house,"
There also were $10,000 checks
for Peeks and two other co-workders, including a clerk named
Sherry.
"When he told Sherry,they had to
hold her up to keep her from falling
down," Griggs said.
And there was $30,000 for Jesse
Gray, a middle-age clerk.
"Tali- was flabbergasted,
Griggs said. "He got $30,000 because he really did more for Glenn
than the rest of us. Jesse used to go
to Glenn's house and unload his
groceries for him."
Frank Cairns, Dudley's financial
adviser who handed out the checks,
said: "He got to know those ladies
pretty well. They treated him well,
and he liked them a lot. And he
thought they could probably use the
money."
In a way, it was like winning the
lottery.
Except better, because they truly
earned it.
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Need Line special needs listed
Need Line has issued a special need for items for the pantry and
also for the school supply program. Pantry items needed to fill the
food sacks for clients include green beans, spaghetti sauce, cereal,
macaroni and cheese, crackers, soup and rice. Special school supply
items needed include 24-count crayons, broad markers, two-pocket
folders, new or used kindcrmates, back packs and calculators. Also
cash donations will be accepted. They may be taken to the Need
Line office, on bottom floor of Weaks Center, between the hours of
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United
Way agency.
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Past Master Barton Jones will
confer the Entered Apprentice
degree on two applicants at a
meeting of Murray Lodge No.
10-5 Free and Accepted Masons
on Monday, Aug. 5, at the lodge
temple, located on Highway 121
North at Robertson Road North.
Rodney Dewey Chatman and
Donald Burt Gilbert will receive
their preliminary -degree work"at
the meeting to start at 7:30 p.m.
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East Elementary School has planned "Start-to-School" for all
grades. Entry (kindergarten) level students will meet Sunday, Aug.
4, from 2 to 4 p.m. The Intermediate team (grades 4 to 5) will be
Monday, Aug. 5 from 6 to 8 p.m. The Primary team (grades I, 2 and
3) will be Monday, Aug. 12, from 6 to 8 p.m., according to Patsy
Whitesell, principal.
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,Bussey reception will be Saturday
A reception in honor of Past Executive Director Liz Bussey will
be Saturday, Aug. 3, from 3 to 4 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. Persons are asked to call by noon Friday, Aug. 2, to RSVP. For more
information call 759-1752.

"The Sinner's Dream," a drama play, Will be presented Saturday,
Aug. 3, at 6 p.m. at New Life General Baptist Churiltrast Chestnut
Street, Murray. For more information contact the Rev. Keith Massey, 1-901-235-3004 or 767-9445.

Hendon Cemetery meeting Saturday

Singles (SOS) plan event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS.)..,will meet Friday, Aug. 2, at
5:30 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot to carpool to Paris, Tenn., to eat
at Jim's IGA. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Larry, 753-9395, or
Jane, 489-2046.

MHS Class of 1986 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1986 will,have its 10-year reunion
on Saturday, Aug. 24, at Murray Woman's Club House, Vine and
South Seventh Streets,. Murray. A social -hour will be at'6 p.m. with
dinner at 7-.p.m. This is for all 1986 graduates and spouses or guests
with the cost being $20 per person. Checks should be made out to
MHS Class of '86. "Even if you can not attend, please fill out the
biographical data sheet enclosed with the packet of information
sent," said Huong Dinh Kelly, 1986 class president. Deadline for
reservations is Thursday, Aug. 1. For local information call Jason
Billington at 753-1799 after 5 p.m.
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Murray and Jason and Joseph
Kendall of Framingtpn Lodge
No. 832 received the honors.
The Lakeland team was
ass. ted by Roger Kendall. master
of'Farmington Lodge and father
of the two Kendall brothers. The
large attendance represented 16
lodges.
,
Murray Master John A. Salter
expressed appreciation to the
Lakeland Degree Team for their

Aaron Joseph Burkeen

Second birthday
is celebrated
Aaron Joseph Burkeen celebrated his second birthday with a
party at his home on June 27,
1996. "Barney" was the theme of
the party.
He is the son of Jerry. and Rita
Burkeen, Westgrove Drive,
Murray.
His grandparents are Vernon
and Helen Evitts, and Virginia
Burkeen and the late Aaron
Burkeen.
Those present were his parents,
his grandparents, Pat and Jimmie
Burkeen, Denise, Carrie and
Kimberly Evitts, Sara Vaden, and
Lisa, Ronnie, Jodan and Josh
Burkeen.

Calloway County;
Ruth Hayden, Dot Guthrie,
James D. and Betty Carter, Hassel Lamb, Lala Mae May, and
James Elmo Carter, all of Graves
County:
•
Talmadge and Ruth Agnes
Riley, Marianna Douglas, and
Deanna Scavers Robinson, all
from Marshall County.
Homer and Mary Lamb, Leon
Lamb, James T. and Becky
Lamb, all of Paducah; Larry and
Susan Carter from Illinois;
Hazel Ortcn, Kathy and Art
Waters, Robert Waters and Matt
Waters, all from Pennsylvania.

excellent performance and conferred an Honorary Murray
Lodge Membership on Mark Shumaker in appreciation for his
Masonic contributions to Murray.
"We have several other candidates in various stages of completion of their degrees, so the
future looks bright and the outlook favorable and promising."
Salter said. All lodge members
arc encouraged to attend the
meeting on Monday, Aug.
5.
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Ty A. Fiebig
of Murray and James and Ruth
Booker of Jonesboro, Ind.

Stephenson
is named

Drama at New Life General Saturday

The annual meeting for Hendon Cemetery will be Saturday, Aug.
3. This cemetery is in Land Between The Lakes, two miles west of
Model, Tenn. For those who are unable to attend, please send donations for cemetery care to Mrs. Everett Watson, Watson Home and
Auto, Dover, TN .37058.

following:
J.T. and Helen Tidwell, Elizabeth Hanclinc, Hess and Frankie Darnell, Myrtle Byrd, Bob and
Dot Bazzell, Diana and Charles
Tipton, Summer Tipton, Lucille
Hanclinc, Rachel Adams, Katie
Adams, Sue Bazzell, Clemmie
Black, and Pansy Black, all of

Fiebig named for honors

Ty A. Ficbig has been named a
United States National award
winner in English, mathematics
and science by the U.S. Achievement Academy.
Copeland reunion on Saturday
A student at Calloway County
High
School, Fiebig was nomiA Copeland family reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 3, at noon at
nated for these awards by his
Hardin Baptist Church Fellowship Hall. Over five generations of the
teachers, Ruth Futrell in .English,
late G.W. and Mary Hurt Copeland will attend. This includes six
Vanda Elliott in mathematics, and
children, 14 grandchildren, and numerous great-grandchildren and
Stephanie Wyatt in science. His
great-great-grandchildren, some traveling from six states. Eddie
picture and biography will appear
Jones and Barbara Jones of Benton are coordinators.
.in the_ academy Yearbook..
will be Sunday -Fiebig is the son of Robert and
His_grandparents_
The annual Mohler family reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 4, at the _ Linda Fiebig
Joe Creason Community Center at Benton City Park. A potluck meal. are Robert and Angeline Fiebig
will be served at 11 a.m.
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Monday.
An excellent turn-out of
Masonic members, totaling over
60, witnessed a Third or Master
Mason degree at a called meeting
on July 29.
Following.a 6 p.m. dinner, prepared by Chef Pete Farley, the
degree work was conferred by the
Lakeland Degree Team headed
up by Past District Grand Master,
Mark Shumaker. Gary Ramsey of

Carter family reunion held recently

Some 45 descendants of Elidge
David Carter met Saturday, July
Bluegrass music concert here Friday
20, for a reunion at the FarmingA 'Vise-grass Music" conceri'Vvill be Friday, Aug. 2, ai8 p.m. - ton Community -building.
A potluck meal was served.
at George Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh
The day was spent reminiscing
Streets, Murray, sponsored by Jackson Purchase Friends of Blueabout events of their grandpagrass. Bands interested in playing at the concert are invited to come
rents' days.
and be placed on the program.,There is no admission charge. For
Those present were the
information call Jack Kerr, 753-2698, after 5 p.m.
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Chatman and Gilbert will get degrees

Chelsea Stephenson has been
named .4 United States national
award winner in science by the
U.S. Achievement Academy.
A student at CaHoway County
Middle School, Stephenson was
nominated for this award by her
teacher, Kevin Brown. Her picture and biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of Mike
and Kristy Stephenson. 'Her
grandparents are George and Jenny Clark and Charles and Dean
Stephenson.

$5

DOWN
HOLDS YOUR
BACK-TO-SCHOOL
LAYAWAY FOR 60 DAYS
Offer Ends Aug. 4, 1996

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
(502) 759-1400
Open Monday-Saturday 10-9, Sunday 12:30-5:30

•

Choose the right investment for your hard-earned dollars. We want your
money to grow...and to be there when you need it. At Peoples First you're
assured of_getting the most from your money because:
• There are no maintenance fees for any Peoples First Savings
or CD products
• Deposits are federally insured up to $100,000.
*1* can rely on friendly, experienced Peoples First
- Customer Service Representatives to help you select the
account that is right for you.

CURRENT INVESTMENT RATES
Chelsea ,Stephenson

SUBSCRIBE

CD Term

Annual
Percentage Yield

9 Month

5.37%

$500

12 Month

6.04%

$500

24 Month

6.35%

$500

30 Month

6.40%

$500

3 Year

6.40%

$500

Minimum
Balance

18 Month
Hwy. 94E ttt 1346 • (502) 474-2308 By Appointment

•
•
•
•

Theatres
l'areqtr.km Info. Call 753-3311
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A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal.
•

•
Independerf.Day
PG13 1:15 4:015- 7:00 9:45
•

Harriet The Spy
PG 1:30 3:40
Courage Under Fire
•
R 7:05 9:20
S A Time To Kill
•
•
S
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

R 1:15 4:00 7:00 9:45
Kam=

•
•

PG 1:30 3:25

•
•
•
•

Kingpin
PG13 7:15 9:35

PRIME INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
4.85%*APY
$20,000

5.38%*APY
$50,000

Minimum Balance

Minimum Balance

The Nice Investerent Accou rat annual percentage yields sr*soma nate &sot July 111, 1406
nd rimy change after the account is opened The APY la 233% with. ererdrraim
balance lees than 020,000. The minimum balance is required to obtain the annual
percentage yield Prinv Investment Account fees miry reduce eamirqp,

IRxicsFth

Member FDIC

Phenomenon
PG 1:30 4:00 7:10 9:
•

1:Ar
•
•

•

Ti.. annual percentage yields are accu rate July 31 -Aug.5,19% CD rreninarvi be lances
re required to open accounts and obtain the annual percentaer ylelda Fee nue
Information call 1-006-926-1201

j:150

Rani }our 11,,,o , it he ifaati a,'

:ALLARD laratater - 665 3111 • CAILIAMIT Main South Manor Untrersto - 753 1493
GRAM Iknrotovrn 4 Plaza - 117 5313 Sr-mow - 451 3208
LIVMSTON Salem - 918 1119 Smohiand - VS 2133
MAISIIALL Cabral Coy - 395 LTV Benton - 522 IBS
MeratACIEN Downtown - 441 1200 Serum* Oaks - 441 1330 lone Cbla - 441.1251
Southstde - 441 1307 11421 Mart Suorrcrnzer - 411 1332 Illess End - 441-1113
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissal! and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, July 29, have
been released as follows.
Dismissals
Miss Tetra Leans Yarbrough Hamlin Mrs Lendra L. Burton Buchanan.

Tenn.; Mrs. Tammy S. McDowell,
Ijoyd Jacks, James B. Clark, Foetus
COCii esker, Mrs. Salome
An,
Mrs. Tong Hui 'leo and baby girl,
and Jerry Weaver, all of Murray.
• •

•

•
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At the June meeting of the
Magazine Club, Gerry Reed of
Calloway County Public Library
and also a member of the club,
gave a book review of Danile
Goleman's best seller, Emotional
Intelligence.
Mr. Golemalt; author of Vital
Lies, Simple Truths, determines
that your emotional intelligence
can matter more than your IQ.
Mr. Goleman also points out that
if your class valedictorian did not
become the soaring success
everyone predicted, perhaps the
person's IQ exceeded the EQ.
Mrs. Reed explained that this
book produced an eminently
readable and persuasive work that
shows us how to develop our
emotional intelligence in ways
that can improve our relationships, our parenting, our classrooms, and our workplaces.
• • • •
The Olympics in Atlanta has
been such a wonderful thing to
watch on television and to follow
the newspaper stories.
Murray native, Shannon
Christopher received the Olympic
flame, along the Olympic Torch
Relay route from Pat Day.
Shannon, daughter of Lochie
Overbey of Saginaw, Mich., and
Ron Christopher of Murray, ran
with the torch in Louisville last
month, after it was handed off by
jockey, Pat Day.
Her biggest thrill was coordinating the torch's path through
seven mid-western states including Kentucky. Lots of planning
and she pulled it all together like
an outstanding professional.
Working with the Olympic
team this summer, Shannon has
had the opportunity to travel
across the country and get to see
what America is all about. She
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'NOTICE TO MEMBERS
Members of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers' Association
in Calloway County, District No. 3(West of the railroad), will
meet at 2:00 p.m., Saturday, August 10, 1996, to nominate

„
•

•

*
*.t.:
"
••-•
•
'

•..2

•;:

candidates for director from Distridt #3.The meeting will be held
at the office of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers'
Association, Maple Street, Murray, KY.
On Saturday, August 24, 1996, polls will open at the same
location from 10:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. and official ballots will
be provided for members to elect a director to represent their
district for a term of three years.
The election of August 24 will not be held in the district where
there is only one nominee for director and such director will be
declared duly elected director for the respective district by the
Election Committee.

WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
MURRAY, KENTUCKY"

Having Stomach Pain???
If you are over 18 yrs. of age, and have been
experiencing a burning, gnawing, cramping or
aching in your stomach that comes in
waves that last for several minutes, you may
have an ulcer. People with ulcers experience

has been working as an advance
coordinator for the White House.
Shannon loved having her sister, Kelsey, who recently graduated from the Air Force
Academy, working with her for a
week or so, on this project.
Several Murray people are taking in the Olympics at Atlanta.
Jane Witham, her daughter, Kim,
and her husband, Harry Weatherly Jr., were at the concert in Centennial Park the night of the
bomb explosion, but they left early. They waited up for friends
who had stayed, to make sure
that they were OK. Thank goodness they were not injured.
Marilyn and Cary Miller have
been attending the activities of
the Olympics. Terry and Larry
Benton won a trip through Larry's business, Twin Lakes. I'm
sure there are others from our
area there also. It's a once in a
lifetime experience. No doubt,
Atlanta is the hot spot for this
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Mr. and Mrs. Jody Alan Lassiter

we

Vock-Lassiter wedding
vows are said at church
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Aug. 4
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Kelley Ileen Vock and Jody Alan Lassiter were married Saturday,
May .11, 1996, at 3 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist church, Shannon,

summer.

The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Vock of Shannon. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Merle G. Kingery of
Lanark, Ill., Mrs. Margaret T. Vock of Rock Falls, Ill., and the late
Carl P. Vock.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry B. Lassiter of Dexter.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. John T. Lassiter of Murray and Of
the late Mr. and Mrs. T.P. Jones of Dexter.
The Rev. Kendrick A. Lewis of West Paducah officiated at the double ring ceremony. Music was by Wayne S. Vock and Steven J. Vock,
brothers of the bride, vocalists; John W. McPherson, organist and
pianist; and Brycellyn Woessner and Brittany Woessner, harpists.
- The bride wore a gown of ivory shantung fabric adorned with pearls
and sequins and featured a pearl-trimmed portrait collar. Alercon lace
was appliqued on the bodice, trimmed the chapel-length train, and
created a short lace sleeve below the portrait collar. The back of the
dress featured a bow with a fabric rosette, both lined with pearls.
Strings of pearls dangled from the bow.
The bride carried a cascading bouquet of white and green made of
roses tulips, daisies, freesia, baby's breath, Queen Anne's lace, leather
leaf, and tree fern.
Susan M. Vock of Lenexa, Kan., sister of the bride, was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Sharon S. Vock of Shannon and Susan J.
Vock of Peoria, Ill., sisters-in-law of the bride, Rebecca M. Jenks of
Cary, Ill., Rebecca J. Atherton of Hampton, Ill., Karen G. Gothard of
Gum Spring, Va., and Ann K. Forrest of Wrigleyville, Ill. The flower
girl was Brittany M. Vock of Shannon, niece of the bride.
The attendants wore ballerina-length premier blue dresses of French
satin which featured portrait collars and bodices accentuated by selffabric braided buttons. They carried spring bouquets of lavender
irises, yellow tulips, pink daisies, pink mini-carnations, light blue
delphinium, white freesia, Queen Anne's lace, ivy, leather leaf, and
tree fern.
Timothy E. Black of Evansville, Ind., was best man. Groomsmen
were Jared T. ,Lassiter of Dexter, brother of the groom, Albert F.
Jones of Nashville, Tenn., cousin of the groom, Timothy L. Weatherford of Flower Mound, Texas, Brad W. Norton of Cordova, Tenn.,
Gregory S. Hoffman of Dallas, Texas, and Matthew E. Hite of Versailles. The ring bearer was Bryant M. Vock of Shannon, nephew of
the bride.
Following the ceremony, a dinner/dance reception was held at Bran.dywinc Inn, Dixon, Ill.
The couple spent their honeymoon in St. Lucia, West Indies, in the
Caribbean.
The bride, a graduate of Bradley University, Peoria, Ill., is credit
manager for Sears, Roebuck & Co., Louisville.
The groom, a graduate of the University of Mississippi, Oxford, and
the University of Louisville School of Law, is General Counsel and
Hearing Officer for the Kentucky Board of Tax Appeals, Frankfort.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Lassiter are now residing at Shelbyville.

There are approximately
10,800 athletes from 197 countries there. The next Olympics
will be Sept. 15-Oct. 1, 2000, in
Sydney, Australia.
• • • •
Jeannette Morgan, a friend of
mine, was telling me the other
day that older son, John David, is
now realizing a life-long dream.
He is a fishing guide on Kentucky Lake, and is staying as
busy as he can be. He recently
went on the internet, and he has
gotten several calls from all
across the country to schedule
fishing dates.
His wife, Julie, his father, John
L., and younger brother, Mitch,
are pleased that he is doing something that he loves.

most pain before meals and bedtime.
If you think you have an ulcer
or have already been diagnosed with a
duodenal ulcer, you may qualify to
participate in a medical research study and
receive free diagnostic tests and study

medication for your condition.
Call for information

(800) 445-6992
Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.
RAINEY APPERSON/Ledger & Times photo

Gerry Reed, pictured far right, presented Goleman's Emotional Intelligence at the June meeting of the Magazine Club. Pictured with her,
from left, are Kathryn Carman, hostess, Eva Morris, club president, and
Linda Kelly, devotional leader.
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An "Old Fashioned" Ice Cream Social will be Thursday, Aug. 8,
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on the garden patio of the Murray Woman's Club
House, South Seventh and Vine Streets, Murray.
The fund-raising event will feature homemade ice cream and cookies. The cost will be $3 per person. Each of the 10 departments of the
club will furnish two freezers of homemade ice cream and members
will furnish homemade cookies.
Proceeds will go to retire the debt from the renovation of the club
house, according to Naomi Rogers, finance chairman.
"The public is urged to attend this special fund-raising event and to
support the club in its many civic endeavors," said Sue Allison, club
president.
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* Beautiful Dwarf Firepower Nandlna

Vow I
6 Months

2 gal.

(Red Fall Color)
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* Bagworm Spray

MeSpirit Shame

Apply
Now

* Spider Mite Spray

28011.nuc(kik Nomad • Paducah. KY 42001 • S02 664 091
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* Coral Bells Azalea
(Pink Spring Flowers)
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CCRTA will
hear Nutt

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 1996.

Investment Rates

Calloway County Retired
Teachers' Association will meet
Monday, Aug. 5, at noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Houston Nutt, head football
coach at Murray State University,
will be the speaker, according to
Viirgil Harris, president of
CCRTA.
Special guests of honor will be
new retirees who will have their
meals paid by the association.
All members and new retirees
are urged to attend, Harris said.

TER MS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

MINIMUM
CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

5.00% 5.95% 6.25% 6.30%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.06% 6.04% 6.35% 6.40%

UNITED
CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

BOOK PRESENTATION — Henry Rogers, right, is pictured presenting
Ms. Dorothy Norris, center, and Mrs. Sandy Linn, left, of Calloway
County Public Library with a copy of Worthy Is the child: 32 moral,
uplifting stories to change your child's life forever by Richard Polzin.
Henry, three-year-old son of Wade and Molly Rogers, used his tithe
money to purchase the book In honor of Story Hour at the library. Also
pictured are Jade Darnell and Leanna Linn.

7A

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071

502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone number — 753-9111

The smallest state is Rhode
Island, with 1,212 square miles.

West Fork Baptist Church
will hear pastor at revival
West Fork Baptist Church,
located on Highway 121 North,
Stella, will hold a series of revival services beginning Sunday,
Aug. 4, and continuing through
Wednesday. Aug. 7.
The speaker will be the church
pastor, the Rev. Richard
Edmiston.
Rev. Edmiston accepted the
pastorate of the church beginning
on June 2 of this year. He is a
graduate of Baylor University
and Southern Seminary. A native
of Oklahoma, Rev. Edmiston has
held pastorates in churches in
Texas, Ohio, Indian and Kentucky. His last church pastorate was
at West End Baptist Church,
Paducah.
He and his wife, Patricia,
reside in the church parsonage at
Stella.

The revival services will be at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sundy and
at 7 p.m., Monday throug4
Wednesday.
Karla Blakely will bring special music on Sunday morning..
Sunday night has been designated
as Family Night and Jerry Nance
will gave special music.
Monday will be Youth Night
with special music by Martin
Severns. Tuesday will be Good
Neighbor'Night with special music by Rob Walston Jr. Wednesday
has been designated as Sunday
School class night with Ginger
Ovcrbcy bringing .the special
music.

GALLERIES

O

will be the speaker for services at
7:30 p.m. nightly.
Prayer groups will meet at 7:15
p.m. prior to each service. Special music will be presented each
night.
The pastor, the Rev. Bill Miller, invites the public to attend.

Choice of 4 Styles... All Sizes, One Low Price!
eatii-,--41

Your Choice

Classic Supreme
Twin, ea. pc`

arma-manial'*')

CALENDAR
Thursday, Aug. 1
Calloway County Middle School Back
to School night for 7th and 8th graders
and parents/guardians/6:30-8:30 p.m:
St. John's Missionary Baptist Church
Bible School/7-8:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
School/6-8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Bible
School/5:30-8:30 p.m.
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/753-6026 or 753-7405.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD, Mayfield.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862,
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.
First Baptist Church Parents Day
Out/3 p.m.; Lifestyles Contemporary
Issues/6:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS 1469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
Wrather West Kentucky _Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 'p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fins Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 2
Bluegrass music concert/8
p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/
Jack Kerr, 753-2698.
St. John's Missionary Baptist Church
Bible School classes/7-8:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
School/6-8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Bible
School/5:30-8:30 p.m.

1
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Sugar Creek plans revival
Sugar Creek Baptist 'Church,
located six miles east of Murray
on Faxon Road, will have revival
services beginning Monday, Aug.
5, and continuing through Friday,
Aug. 9:
The Rev. Jerry Lee, pastor of
Grace Baptist Church, Murray,

1rnnrr

A

The public is invited to attend
these services. For more information or transportation call
759-5987 or 759-4570.

/

Full, ea. pc.*

Friday, Aug. 2
Weeks Center open/8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizen activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine-Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds.
AA °pinto newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4:30 p.m.

Queen, ea. pc.'
King, ea. pc.*

King, ea. pc.'

Sealy Hotel Posturpedic

We can provide information and coverage for your

CAR

90 Days
Same As Cash
With
Approved Credit

Mattresses
Starting As Low As

INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
HOME, LIFE, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

$69

00 Twin
leach pict

Bedframe
with
Posturepedic
Purchase

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St • Murray e.

"tilt IL ir

Posturepedlc Support
Only From Sealy(

We'll always be there for you.
Shelter Maisano Co..,Homo Circe Columbia. MO

SpeciasPerms

$29

(long kngth extra)

Cuts

$7

Hill-Top Hair Care
841 H.(1 tolls from Dwain Taylor Clior.)

More Durability

More Sensitive

Exclusive SteelSpan
Foundation has steel
center beam and cross
beams for unbeatable
stability and endurance

Exclusive PostureTech
(oils sense and
respond to your
body for correct
support all night long
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Firm Edge
Innovative EdgeGiad
provides extra support
around the edge
creating 10' more
sleeping area

Sealy Declaration ll Posturepedic

'Sold in sets only.

•hing size sold as .3 pc. set.
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What will
King Carl
do next in
Atlanta?

Sports Editor

Blazers float
-Ex-MSU star
in Salt Lake
for seasoning

•*,
•

e

The difference between being
a first-round .draft choice or a
second-round pick in the NBA?
Job security.
While members of the 1996
Millionaire Boys Club — Allen
Iverson, Marcus Camby, etc. —
are signing multi-year contracts,
the players selected just hours
later on the night of June 26 are
hard at work.
Instead of meeting with real
estate agents in the Portland,
Oregon suburbs, Marcus Brown
is in Salt Lake City, Utah trying
to land a job. At this point, he'd
likely settle for a one-room
apartment in Portland.
Playing this week with the
Trailblazers' summer league
team, the former Murray State
Racer has joined several of Port,.land's free agents who also
aspire to live the NBA dream.
Brown was the 46th player
selected in the June draft, fulfilling his goal of "getting his
foot in the door."
Now he must impress
• the
Trailblazers' brass enough for
them to offer him a contract
later this fall.
"After our evaluation,, we'll
tender him an offer and bring
him to camp to see what he can
do," said Jim Pawn, Portland's
vice president of player
personnel.
Paxon, in Salt Lake City this
week to look over Portland's
stock of NBA hopefuls, revealed
that there's not a Marcus Brown
jersey hanging in the Portland
locker room just yet.
"We've got a full roster of
players right now," noted Paxon, a former NBA player and
older brother of ex-Chicago
Bulls guard John Paxon. "But
it's hard not to keep a, guy if
you like him. (Brown) has a
legitimate shot."
When Brown was drafted
by the Trailblazers, their guard
situation was unsettled, particularly Rod Strickland, the team's
unhappy point guard.
However, in the last month,
Portland has added free agent
point man Kenny Anderson and
dazzling two-guard J.R. Rider.
"We're looking more to a veteran roster," Paxon explained by
phone earlier this week. "We're
looking for a veteran point
guard to back up Kenny Anderson. We bring in young players
to push our veterans."
Paxon said the Blazers will
have five to six guards on the
roster when the team heads into
the regular season. Anderson.
Rider, Aaron McKie, Mitchell
Butler and Randolph Childress
are the front runners.
"We have room for one
more," said Paxon, noting
Brown is basically competing
against Keith "Mr." Jennings,
Adonis Jordan and Phil Handcy
for the final spot.
Brown Is playing twoguard primarily in the summer
league, and is "getting better
every day," said Paxon.
"He came into Portland for
our workouts and was a little
tentative there and in the first
two games here," Paxon said.
"But the last couple of games
he's playing more aggressive on
both ends of the floor."
If Brown has anything going
for him as he embarks on his
goal of playing in the NBA, it's
the fact that he was drafted (and
not a free agent), and he has
room for improvement.
Brown drew considerable
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By JIM UTKE
AP Sports Writer
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(AP) — Maybe
it's a good thing gymnastics is
over, as well as diving, rowing,
water polo, fencing, beach volleyball, judo and shooting.
Because Carl Lewis could wake
up tomorrow and decide he
wants to -crash all those teams,
too.
ATLANTA

MARK YOU4(&.dg. a Times photo
FINALLY HERE: The start of high school football practice officially
arrived this week. Above, Calloway County assistant coach Chris
Bynum directs linemen through drills on the blocking and tackling sled during
practice Wednesday evening.

Devers loses; O'Brien still alive
By RICK WARNER
AP Sports Writer

ATLANTA (AP) — Gail
Devers, Scrgei Butika and Dan
O'Brien waited four years for
Olympic redemption. Devers and
Bubka didn't get it. O'Brien
looks like he will.
Devers, who was headed for
victory in Barcelona before tripping over the last barrier in the
100-meter hurdles, lost the race
again Wednesday night. This

time, she simply wasn't fast
enough to beat gold medalist
Ludmila Engquist of Sweden,
runner-up Brigita Bukovcc of
Slovenia or bronze medalist Patricia Girard-Leno of France.
"Obviously, it was not to be,"
Devers said. "But I finished:
fourth, (one place) better than I
did in Barcelona. And I finished
on my feet.''
Devers, who won the 100
meters in Barcelona and Atlanta,

once again failed to become the meant to be at this time."
second woman to sweep the
Bubka, the greatest pole vaulsprint and hurdles in the same ter ever, withdrew from the event
Olympics. Fanny Blankers-Koen with an injured right Achilles
of Holland did it in 1948.
tendon. The 32-year-old Ukrai"It's not a disappointment," nian won a gold medal in Seoul
said Devers, who was edged out eight years ago and was the favoof the bronze by one-hundredth rite again in 1992, but failed to
of a second. "Definitely I wanted clear any heights in the final.
to come in here and win, but I'm
"For inc, it is great tragedy,"
the type of person who thinks said Bubka, whti has set 35 world
everything happens for a reason,
and if it didn't happen it wasn't • See Page 9A

Yanks go
for big bat
in Fielder

What is it with this guy? Did
too many minutes go by without
his picture on the tube or his
name creasing some sportscaster's lips?
Because no sooner did the
35-year-old Lewis close one
book on one brilliant Olympic
career than he opened a second,
this one with a much more selfish Jille: King. Carl, lobbyist.
Talk about unseemly. The
medal Lewis won Monday night
in the long jump, a record-tying
ninth gold, was still swinging
from his neck when he started
campaigning, very publicly,
about getting No. 10.
It's hard to knock a man for
being ambitious, except ... the
only realistic medal ambition
Lewis has left is as a member of
the favored U.S. 400-meter
relay team. The same team he
snubbed only a few weeks ago.
The same team that now has all
the members it wants. Or needs.
"If it was up to me," Lewis
said Monday night, "I'd be running in that relay. I'd be anchoring that relay and I'd be doing a
great job."
No doubt. And no foul either
— if he'd dropped the whole
matter right there. But the same
ego that made Lewis the most
decorated track and field athlete
• See Page 9A

The Associated Press
Judging from San Diego's 7-4 loss to Atlanta, the
Padres need a boost. And they're looking for Greg
Vaughn to provide it.
"We felt power was important if we are going to
compete with the Giants, Rockies and Dodgers," Padres
general manager Kevin Towers said Wednesday night
after the Padres acquired Vaughn from Milwaukee for
pitchers Bryce Florie and Ron Villone and outfielder
Marc Newfield.
San Diego then quickly fell behind the Braves 6-0.
Tom Glavine (12-5) retired 11 straight Padres and left
with the six-run lead after giving up a single to Wally
Joyner to open the eighth.
"I'm probably throwing the ball better than I have at
any point in my career," Glavine said. "I know everybody's going to judge what I do by 1991 when I won
the Cy Young Award. There's quite a way to go in the
season, obviously. I don't know if my numbers will end
up the same. But as far as the pitcher I am right now, I
don't think I can be doing much better."
Brad Clontz replaced Glavine and walked Jody Reed
with the bases loaaed, ending the shutout.
Brian Johnson followed with a two-run double and
Archi Cianfrocco hit an RBI groundout.

After Juan Gonzalez and the Texas Rangers
blasted away on his Yankees for the second straight
night, New York owner George Steinbrcnner figured he'd better add some pop to his lineup.
So The Boss went out and grabbed the biggest
bat he could find — Cecil Fielder.
Just hours before the midnight trading deadline,
the Yankees acquired the Detroit Tigers slugger for
designated hitter Ruben Sierra and pitcher Matt
Drews.
"I'm shocked I'm going to the Yankees," said
Fielder, who had requested a trade earlier this season. "I didn't think I'd go there, to tell you the
truth. I'll just go to work and try to do the best I
can for the New York Yankees."
Fielder, who hit 51 homers in 1990 — including
his 50th at Yankee Stadium — has hit at least 28
homers in six consecutive seasons. He is hitting
I See Page 9A
Fe photo

Fielder (right) will soon join Darryl Strawberry
(left) with the New York Yankees.
Cecil

Curry says Couch no lock to start
By EDDIE PELLS
Associated Press Writer

III See Page 9A
BILLY JACK HASKINS

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Expectations for this season
remain low, but coach Bill Curry's ability to snag the country's
top quarterback recruit has at
least temporarily thrust football
to the forefront in hoops-crazy
Kentucky.

a

Padres hoping
Vaughn will
provide boost

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer

UK seeks to better
last year's 4-7 mark

0

Curry didn't even try to downplay the ability of his prize catch,
quarterback Tim Couch, at a preseason gathering of SEC media
and coaches here Wednesday.
Couch threw for 12,104 yards in
four years- at Leslie County, Ky.,
High School and last season
picked up more All-American
honors than Kentucky did wins.
The recruiting battle turned
into a two-team contest between
powerhouse Tennessee and Kentucky, which finished 4-7 last
season and is 22-45 in Curry's

Six seasons there. Curry said it
was as intense a battle for a'
freshman as he's ever seen, but
he tried not to pin all his hopes
on landing Couch.
"You can't predicate the rest
of your life on what a 17-year-old
decides around Christmas," Curry said. "But I've been around
this stuff a long time and I've
never seen anything like it. It's a
folk-hero type thing."
Curry said Couch has no edge
on winning the starting job this
season. The coach said it will be

a wide-open race between Couch,
freshman Ryan Keller and sophomore Billy Jack Haskins, who
finished last season as the starter.
"Everyone will get a chance
and the best player will play,"
Curry said. "No one is going to
go on the field because of political pressure. I'll take the heat
over when (Couch) plays and
when he should or shouldn't
play."
Running back Raymond
• See Page 9A
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attention in my life," he told a
group of writers stacked fourdeep around him. "I come from a
small high school (Washington
County, Ga.) where we didn't
have a lot of media around. This
is all new to me.''
Edwards said he remained fairly anonymous during his first two
years On the 30,000-student campus. He said he still hasn't reached superstardom there, but he
knows that could change by next
month.
"Nobody knows what I look
like yet," Edwards said. "So far,
they still just know me by my
number."
• • • •
DIGGING OUT: Mississippi
coach Tommy Tuberville said he

McLaurin's play figures to be
overshadowed by the heat surrounding the Kentucky quarterback situation, but the senior
doesn't seem to mind.
"Getting Tim is a good thing
for us," he said. "It's going to
help recruiting and make us better. It makes anyone looking to
play at a big school see Kentucky
and maybe take a second look."
• • • •
RISING STAR: A big part of
Georgia's success this season
rests on Robert Edwards, a running back who has played only
two games at the position in his
college career.
He made an impression in
those games, leading the nation
has one wish for next year's SEC
after two weeks last season with
Football Media Days get325 yards rushing, a 7.2 yardstogether.
per-carry average and six
"I hope I don't have to get up
touchdowns.
here and talk about probation
A broken foot late in the secagain," he said. "It's getting
ond game against Tennessee 'pretty old."
knocked Edwards out for the seaIt's also playing havoc with his
son, but the converted cornerback __recruiting. NCAA sanctions, now
appears healthy again.Tre said he _ in their second yeatat Ole. Miss,
knows he'll have to get used tO
have cost the Rebels 12 -of their
the spotlight this season.
normal 25 scholarships for the
"I've never had this much
last two seasons.

II Fielder...
FROM PAGE 8A
.248 this year with • 26 homers
and 80 RBIs.
Fielder, 32, will become the
Yankees full-time designated hitter, leaving Darryl Strawberry
and Gerald Williams to platoon
in left.
"This is big for us," Yankees
manager Joe Torre said. "That's
a big RBI bat. There's been a lot
of questions about us against left-

handed pitching, and that should
answer that."
Interestingly, the Yankees
move came just hours after Seattle completed a trade with Philadelphia for lefty Terry Mulholland. The Mariners and Yankees
met in last season's memorable
five-game AL division series, and
both teams could be envisioning
a 1996 rematch.

FROM PAGE 8A
records and is the only person to
clear 20 feet. "It was incredible
pain, pain not only in my injury,
but in my heart."
O'Brien, like all competitors in
the decathlon, was in pain after
completing the first half of the
grueling event. Unlike the others,
though, he was in first place.
O'Brien, who failed - to 'make
the U.S. team in 1992, heads into
the second day of competition
with a 124-point lead over Frank
Busemann of Germany. After finishing his opening day with a victory in his 400-meter heat, the
world record-holder left the track
and received intravenous fluids to
combat, dehydration.
"I'M only A couple of points
lower than the Olympic trials,
and I was on a world-record pace
there," O'Brien said.

Spun mond By.

O'Brien's bid for gold should
be one of the highlights of
today's Olympic schedule. Also
on tap: Michael Johnson's
attempt to complete a historic
sprinting sweep with a victory in
the 200 meters, Andre Agassi vs.
India's Leander Paes in a men's
tennis semifinal, and Americans
Terrance Cauthen, Rhoshii Wells
and Nate Jones in boxing
semifinals.
Plus, the U.S. women's soccer
team vs. China for the sport's
first Olympic gold and semis featuring the Dream Team vs. Australia and the U.S. baseball team
vs. Japan.
Johnson, who won the 400
Monday, and Namibia's Frankic
Fredericks both had 20.38-second
clockings in their second-round
heats of the 200. But Fredericks,
who ended Johnson's 21-race
winning streak in the 200 on July
5, said he's the clear underdog.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your famdy insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
'next to Century 2U
114•0

753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horn• Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Tahoe CDT
Ebel Division
W
L
Nov York
63 42
Baltimore
53 52
Toronto
49 56
Boston
47 SI
Niece
35
72
Centisl Division •
W
L
Cleveland
65 42
Chicago
541
49
Mlivaukee
52 SS
lAnnesota
St
55
Kansas Crty
441
60
West Division
W
L
Texas
61
46
Seas*
55
44,
Oakland
SS
53
Callornia
51
56
Wednesday • Games
Oakland 5, Chicago 4
Noma 10 Cattornia 5
Boston 5 Kansas Ciht
It. 9 Now York 2
Seattle 9 Milwaukee 3
Bakimore 9 Minnesota 3
Coveland 4 Totorito 2
Thursday's Genoa
Caklornia at Detroit 1215 pm
Baltimore al kenneadOC-12 15 p en

II Lewis...

Pct
GO
600
506 10
456 15
16
327 29
Pct
GO
607
7
542
486 13
4$1 1314
444 1 T4
Pct
570
547
24
500 134
477 10

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Elm Division
L
W
*Pants
41
65
Montreal
44
511
Nee York
56
S2
F londa
49
54
Phitadelpho
43 63
Centre Do v WW1
W
L
St Loun
56
50
14ousion
57
52
Cinonnas
52 St
C'scalp
52
54
Ptisburgs
45
59
West Division
W
L
San Diego
SI
SS
Los Angerio
57
St
Colorado
54
53
San Francisco
46 60

Chicago at Oakland, 215 pm
Toronto at Cleveland, 605 pm
Boston at Kansas City 705 pin
New York at Texas 735 1) m

Of course, Lewis can be persuasive. For example, Michael
Johnson probably didn't vote in
the poll, but the man attempting
the historic 200-400-meter cast
his ballot Wednesday for Lewis.
This, after getting into a catfight
with Lewis just two nights earlier about who was The Man in
their sport.
"I've always believed that
you put the best four people out
there. Carl has more experience
than the other four people out
there put together. If I was the
coach, I'd put Carl Lewis on
that relay team," Johnson said.

I00.

"People want me to run the
relay and they think I have the
right to run. That's where the
pressure is coming from," Lewis added, disingenuously, "It's
not coming from me."
Not unless you count
ventriloquism.
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BASEBALL LEADERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING—Knoblauch. Minnesota 366, ARodAguez. Searle, 355, RAtomat, Baltimore. 353,
FT5ornas. C Sour. 351. JGon rasa. Texas. 3313.
1.11,/auchn, Boston, 337 Cintlo, 4.11hvauliee, 335
RUNS—Knot/Ouch Minnesota, 96, ARodriguer.
Seattle. 44, RAlornar Bathmore 89, Emaronei
Seattle. 88. Belie Clirreivid $7 Ptslkpit Chicago.
64 MVaughn, Boston, 112
osi
Cl4e•Land 103, k4Vaughn, Boston
97, Bohner Seattle 98. JGonialez Tetras 95,
GVaughn. Milwaukee. 96. RPalmtwo Betirrons,
93, Gntley Jr. Seattle, 90
HITS—kloktot, lAnnesola. 144, Lofton Cleveland, 142. 1.1Vaughri. Boston, 141, Knoblauch Minnesota, 140 IRcanguez, Texas. 136, ARodriguez
Seattle 133, RAlornar, Baltimore. 132

Flonda at Los Angela, 905 Om
Only games scheduled

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING—Priam Los Angeles 353. EYoung
Colorado, 345, Burks. Colorado 316 Grecs Chi
cago. 331, &chine, Cokxado 321
Florida 318, Grixitalamit. Montreal 317
RUNS—Books, Coiorado. 94 Finley San Diego
$6, &cher*. Colorado 65. CpJones. Atlanta SO
Shafted, Flonda. SO, Bonds San Francisco so
RHenderson San Diego 79
RBI—archon. Colorado 97. Galarraga Color
ado 94 Sou. Chicago 89 Bonds San Francisco
86 013441 Houston $4, litaW,viams San Francisco
64. CaJonev, Atlanta $3 Burks Colorado 63
HITS—LJohnson Iskivi York 143. &chime Col
orado. 142. Burks, Colorado 139, Grudzietariek
Sao Noce, 135. GnSbOrn
Montreal 135,
" Atlanta. 132 Lansing. Montreal, 131
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Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

s'4

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
Reebok
New Balance
Adidas

Nike
Asics
K-Swiss

V Converse
V Wilson
Rockport

Fila
Tretorn
Airwalk

DENNISON•HUNT

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

1203
Chestnut
Street

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call C., For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
—
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Pd
52$
523
505
490
449

Some at 56owsukee-,-t05 pm
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of his time — or any other —
wouldn't let it rest.
So when he latched onto a
poll in which 65 percent of the
people responding wanted him
placed on the team, he tried to
make sure everybody else did,

•Blazers...

•-•

Pct
GO
613
547
7
441 II
458 141
4015 22

Wednesday's Gem,'
C1,11:16/tall to HOu St011 0
Montreal 6. Colorado 2
Chcago 4 San Francisco t
Nevi York 3 Pittsburgh 1 10 inning',
Los Arlen 3 F boots 0
Atlanta 7 San Diego 4
Sj• Lours at Philadelphia *td ran

4•11.*

interest from Portland throughout this senior season and was
flown -up to work out for the
team on two occassions.
"We looked at our roster and
(guard) James Robinson was a
little undersized," Paxon said,
"and we felt Marcus played
harder than he did and had a
chance to improve. Marcus is
the type of player that can come
off the bench and provide
offense and he brings some
excitement to the floor."
Brown's quest reaches
maximum intensity on Oct. 3
when the Trailblazers begin
training camp.
• • • •
While on the subject of training camp, former Racer Derrick
Cullors is making a serious run
at landing a spot on the Baltimore Ravens' roster.
Murray State's all-time
single-season rushing leader is
turning heads in the Ravens'
camp with his work ethic,
according to a member of the
Baltimore franchise.
"When I've gotten in (to
scrimmages) I've done good,"
said Cullors. "I just have to wait
until I get into a game before I
can show what I can do."
Cullors, who called the Racer
football office Tuesday from his
hotel room in Baltimore after
practice, said veterans are getting a majority of the work in
camp because of the' new offensive system initiated ,by firstyear head coach Ted
Marchibroda.
Cullors is hopeful of seeing
action when the Ravens host
Philadelphia Saturday in. their
first preseason game.
"They're going to start the
veterans in the first half and
than start subbing in the second
half," said Cullors, who has also
been seeing time on special
teams.
Eight running backs are competing for five to six roster
spots, according to Cullors.
Ex-Racers Ramon Okoll
and Emmanuel Duviella are still
in camp with the New York
Giants and New York Jets.
respectively.
Racer head coach Houston
Nutt said Giants coaches love
Okoli's sin and speed.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121SPIQY &Li
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run.
60% Discount 3rd Quit
I Jar* kaal Dun Wel 047Y
dJ
$2.00 per column inch extra FOE
Tuesday (Shopping Guido). 010
020

M
A:;LiAN/14E
,E
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Logoi Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
ri Memory
ost & Found

Reader Adt
304 per word, $6.00 minimum 030
1st day.64 per word per day for 040
each additional consocutIve OSO
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
'90
blind box ads.
370
yard Sale $7.50 Prepcid 390
A $2.00 too wig b• nkquirsid to mok• 400
any changes to ad offer deadline. 550

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Suppiies
ProcLice
Feed & Seed

•al•

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lon for flent
Busness Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Loose

050

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

-§1%Call
"High Roller"
and wish him
a Happy 50th!
753-2492

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5. Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing. $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

DIET 30 LBS.
30 DAY
Programs Start Al

20/20 WITHOUT GLASSES'-Safe, rapid, nonsurgical, permanent restoration 6-8 weeks Airline
pilot developed Doctor approved Free information by
mail 800 422-7320, ext
213, 406-961-5570. fax
4 06 96 1 - 5 5 7 7
http riwww visionfreedom
corn
Satisfaction
guraranteed

-Recliners
Assorted Colors
Starting at

For he*
Information cell:

$99

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Feature Of The Iiiieek

PURDOM
-r

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age U.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement,
Nulling _Romp. Insurance is mote important
than ever

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

,

$30 MAGIC
502-251-2800

Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-3872
BROADEN
YOUR
WORLD- With Scandinavian, European, South
American, Asian, Russian
exchange students arriving
August Become a host
family/AISE
Call
800-SIBLING
DIABETICS!(using insulin)
Did you know Medicare (or
Insurance) covers most
supplies? Save money, call
.800-633-2001. Liberty
Medical Satisfaction guaranteed. No HMO Members Mention 12040.
FOR lease! Goose & duck
hunting in Ballard Co Ky
next to refuse 'Mitchell
Lake' 502-247-6785

Have Mop

•

I'LL pay you to lose weight
Get paid to lose up to 30
pounds in 30 days. 100%
Natural. Doctor recommended 800-334-8827
T.LC. Mobil* Car Wash &
Wax. Well clean your car
wherever it's parked
753-3557

HAPPY
50TH
BIRTHDAY
STEVE
SEXTON

Carpet &
Upholstery
(Pet Odor)

Churches
Residential
Commercial

Stripping &
Waxing
Floors

Bonded &
Insured

Owner
Beverly DeVnes

502-436-2663

The Total Cleaning Service
BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in average health and din answer
no tea few quessons you may quelify for preferred rates Below we a Sew monthly preferred
rates at different Win for $4000 policy
age SO
age 55

age 60
AO es
age 70
Kr. 75

EAU
$11 61
14 Is
NEW LOWER RATES A431 SO
17 50
21 re
27 31
3577

FEMALE
$0 20
109e
UP
13 00
Is Sit
1913
26 te

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 763-4110
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-1100-465-4190

DRIVERS TRACTOR/
TRAILER DRIVERS- Company & lease purchase op
portunities for those who
quality Company drivers
up to 28$ per mile Lease
purchase 0% down Late
model walk-ins Call Artic
Express 800-927-0431
DRIVERS, OTR- No experience necessary, tuitionfree training CAST, Inc
will train qualified candidates for long-haul driving
positions 800 504 9770
EOE
DRIVERS REGIONAL
FLATBEDHome
weekends, family medic
and dental, satellit.
equipped Paid vacations,
401K $32,000. annually
One year OTR req Phone
applications accepted
Wabash
Valley.
800246.6305
DRIVERS, SEMI TT$1.300 sign-on Empty &
loaded mileage pay,
monthly incentive bonus,
immediate insurance
coverage Excellent benefits MD Transport Systems
800-626-1988 (EOE).

LOG Cabin Restaurant
now hiring Apply in person,
505 So 12th St.

PLUMBERS, local work,
good pay Start Immediately Call 502 636 1466,
M F, 6 30am-3 30pm
PT/FT, $9 254-/hr Answering telephones in your local
area No exp necessary
Now hiring. Call
1-818-700-3297.

RESIDENTIAL COORDINATOR Full time residential coordinator for a community based residential
program for youth. Minimum qualifications: B S in
Human Services field and 1
year experience. Responsible for supervision of residential services, program
activities, and care provided in staffed or live-in
home settings. Good interpersonal skills anderbility to
relate to professional and
!Yon -professional staff
necessary. A general
knowledge of home maintenance, staff training and
record keeping desirable
Submit resume to Coordinator. HCM- Community
Youth Services, 222 West
Water St., Mayfield, KY
42066.
RN for busy medical practice. Excellent nursing &
interpersonal skills. Experience with lab equipmenV
computers helpful. Non
smoker only. Send resume
to P 0.Box 1040 A, Murray, KY or fax to
502-767-3648
WANTED Babysitter, 2
days per week in Lynn
Grove home
Call
753-7951 evenings

CUSTOM FARM SIGNS
MAGNETIC SIGNS
TRUCK - VAN - HORSE TRAILER
11-111 HOUSE & MAILBOX LETTERING
HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICES FAST SERVICE

sw
garimmm
trame.•immr•me,

Jane Marit's
Dana Studio

1
y

eY Gruuls
Tues., Aug. 6,
2-6 p.m.
Wed., Aug. 7,
10-2 p.m.
903 Arcadia Circle

k

(across from city part)

s

753-0605

4416.24"--4NA.44

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight
us. & Inatallstion T,,, row Rd murTay

753-7728

KY

120
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753-4566
()pen
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WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
arid save! Commercial or
home units from $19900
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800-842-1305.
M')
Home
Furnishings

Computers
16.6 KBPS fax/data
modem, external, 5g
753-1118

PLAID couch, hunter
green, burgundy & tan,
$250 Like new. Call
759-2362
165

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

Antiques

CASH for GI JOE toys old
or new 753-7185

SCOTT
ANTIQUE
MARKET Adiacent North
& South facilities, 2400
booths, August 9-11, 2nd
weekend of every month
Atlanta, Georgia, 1-285 at
Jonesboro
Road
614-569-4112

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

MAGNIFICENT hand
crafted, solid walnut Dulcimer. Instruction book included, $250 firm
436-5400 after 6pm

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

•

,
•I•

SHAKLETON console
piano. Excellent condition,
$1100. 753-4801. -

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains areas most
beautiful chapel, elegant
white or cedar mountain
top, garden gazebo, carriage, limo, cabins, Christian services, affordable, no
tests 800-893-7274.

190
Farm
Equipment

Articles
For Sale

UPRIGHT freezer, 18 7 cu
ft. Fngidaire frost tree, $300
obo. 753-3332.

Want
To Buy

Wiggins Furniture

Illec•ewou•

150

LARGE brown faux leather
couch No rips or tears,
$30. 767-9206.

110

Bedding

WANTED Old handwork
crochet, cut-work, embroidery, etc 753-3332

Antiques

MOBI
sotto
742-4
5.

NEAI
Has'
$100i

650
quare
Murra

88FT
Insula
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bury
Black
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HALEY'S

CARPET &FI
LOAVERINGIZ

Jay Knight
*Is
Mitch Knight
Knight'.
r
Hwy 641AAiles South of Murray to I I
Haifa
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards

• &loaned UFO 2 days
in advance,

15A • MIDWEST grain bed,
complete with hoist Call GOT
A CAMPGROUND
_492-8566.
MEMBERSHIP OR
1991 LARGE screen TV.
Must sell Bought $2800, 1967 CHEVROLET grain TIMESHARE"- We'll take
asking $1200 Don't pass truck, 137i ' Midwest bed & it America's most successful resort resale clearingthis great buy up Call hoist Call 492-8566
house Call Resort sales
489-2381
information toll free hotline
200
320S0 ft storage & work
800-423-5967
Sports
shop Must be moved Also
Equipment
MARRY
ON
A
dog house & fence
MOUNTAIN- Be married in
753-0485 leave message GUNS, buy, sell, trade
our magnificent mountain436-5650
320S0 ft storage & work
top chapel surrounded by
HANDGUNS
, Rifles, Shot- trees & awesome views of
shop Must be moved Also
dog house & fence guns, Quality Leather Hol- the
Smokiesl Pigeon
753-0485 leave message sters, Ammos & Access
Forge! For reservations
BHB Firearms 436-2980
800-729-4365
36 INCH Panasonic rear
SKI
MACHINE Call after 6, MYRTLE BEACH OCEANprojection TV, $150. Ph
759-9839
759-1184.
FRONT RESORT CONDO
WILL do house cleaning
RENTALS- From Summer
Have references Call 45S0 ft of nearly new car210
$84 daily, fall $62 daily
474-2131 leave message
pet Sand color, $3/sq ft
Centrally located. Indoor,
753-5200
WILL keep children in my
Ffiwood
outdoor pools, whirlpools,
home, weekdays & mid- CARPET 13'x 13', rose$50.
A-FIREWOOD for sale saunas, tennis, playnights, 6yrs experience. 753-3293.
ground, gamerooms.
437-4667.
References. 489-2771
Sales: 2 bedroom,$65,000
COMPLETE 18' DSS
800-238-118L _
SATEttf-TE-SYSTEM- $ari
220
100
down, $19 a month W.A.E.
Business
WEDDING SPECIALInstallation included. Easy
Musks'
Beautiful white chapel, roOPPedulliTY
credit approval Don't miss
BALDWIN Electronic mantic Christian ceremony.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS- out on free programming.
Grand Piano, MIDI cap- Photos, flowers, unity
Earn $2500 part-time, Call now 800-229-2225.
able. Full size keyboard. candle, music, video, cake
$8,000 full-time per month, GAS powered
generator Never needs tuning, excel- No test or waiting Orprocessing insurance 3000 watt. 5/iP Briggs
& lent condition, $1000 dained minister $399 00
claims for healthcare pro- Stratton, last years
Pigeon Forge & Gatlinburg
model. 753-5778
viders. Software purchase Almost new, $350.
800-408-8577
Pentax
210
required plus computer. Fi- 35mm camera,
model
27s
nancing available
A-3000 with Pentax zoom
Mobile
Miscellaneou
s
800-722-SAMS.
lens & flash. Parted condiHomes For Salo
A
BEAUTIFUL
BUSINESS OPPORTUN- tion, $250. 753-7443.
CANDLELIGHT -Old- 12x65 WITH or without lot
iTY! One of Pans, Tennes- • GIRLS pink Miss
Rocker fashioned wedding,
Smoky 753-6012
see's finest restaments, Huffy bike, with Barbie
bike Mountains
near Gatlinburg, 1985 LASER, 14x70, 2br, 2
noted for its high quality accessories on it,
$25. overlooking
river, horse- baths Central h/a, located
dining, for sale.• All equip- 767-9206.
drawn carriage, cabins, )a- between Murray & Mayfield
ment, lease on building.
Call Moody Realty Co., Inc. GRANDMOTHER clock cuzzi, ordained ministers on Calloway County line
at 1-800-642-5093 for more Excellent condition, $300 No test.or waiting. HEART- road,east 2'/: miles. Really
LAND 800-448-8697 nice! $12,000 753-6000
information. Ask for Bill firm 498-8981
(VOWS).
Moody.
MOW NOW, PAY LATER
3BR, 2 bath, cent h/a,
ON A JOHN DEERE. No
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL treated wood deck & steps
LOG
HOME
interest, No payments 111 WEDDING IN THE 16x80, Like new FleetDEALERSHIPS- Unlimited
Jan 1st, 1997. Hutson Ag SMOKY MOUNTAINS- wood Could arrange fiearning potential! Part or
Eq., Hwy 45 So, Mayfield. Gatlinburg's Little Log nancing to qualified buyer
full time. Protected marketChapel. Charming, roman- Call 759-4117
ing area and leads. Log 247-4456.
tic Borders national park A
packages-.from $12,000. NO Payment,
No Interest dream wedding to fit your '91 FLEETWOOD mobile
For information kit mail until
Jan of 1997. Or low budget. 800-554-1451 home, 2br, 2 bath, washer
$8.00 to Brentwood Log 7.9%
interest on all Cub SCP.
& dryer, 16x60, $12,000.
Homes, 427 River Rock
Cadet lawn & garden trac
Must sell Call 753-2765
Blvd, Murfreesboro, TN
tors. Lambs Small Engine, EXPERIENCE THE ask for Brad or leave
37128.
Or
call Industrial Rd.
BEAUTY AND ROki,ki NCE- message
753-2925.
800-264-5647 ext. CP02.
Of a mountain wellitfing in
RIDING mowers, push Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Simple to COMPLETELY remodeled
OWN YOUR OWN
mowers, tillers 753-8292
elegant, ordained minis- 14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set
APPAREL- Bridal, Westernwear, Shoe, Crystal/ SEE us for your barn or roof ters, no blood test, no wait- up on rented lot, $8750
Gift or $1.00 variety store.
metal Cut to length. ing, honeymoon lodging. 753-6012
Includes inventory, fixtures, Cover's 36 inches, many 800-258-6797
HURRY before it's to latell
buying trip, training Mini- colors. Economy Metal &
1996 model homes are
RAINBOW Vacuums. All
mum
investment Supply Co. 489-2722.
on sale. See the Housing
Sales & service. New, re$16,900.00/ Call Paul at
Leader. Dinkins Mobile
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE, built, repossesse
d. Also Homes,
Liberty Fashions.
Inc. Hwy 79 E.
SAVE 50%- Factory direct. other used
vacs. Call
501-327-8031.
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891
No salesman. When 759-2454
they're gone, they're gone.
30x40, $3,288.00. 34x44,
$3,744.00. 40x66,
$5,944.00. 46x88,
$8,688.00. 56 x120,
$13,647.00. Others. Pioneer 800-374-8730.

A REGISTRATION

Doing it right the first time costs
less then doing It over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl

MUS.
12x6t
md
obo

230

USED electric treadmill
759-1799.

4

89-21I

MSU
tic,
close
wash,
frig
759

-Ft 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Mud

Public Sae
For Trade
Free Colump
Wonted

WANTED, OTR dnvers
Must be 23yrs old w/CDL &
dean MVR. Conventional
truck w/big sleeper & air
ride. Call 382-2715, 8-5.

t
C

NEU- WI.71111&111

MOB
5%
Nue)
packi
loans
cial,
ton's
lends

OFFICE HOUR$

MISCFLIANFOUS
410
540
560
5/0

Wad
To guy

LOOK,
OWNER/
OPERATORS & FLEET
OWNERS Landstar Rann7o
ger is expanding operaDomestic
tions into Louisville, KY If
& Childcare
you have been looking for a
lease, Think Ranger
A-1 housecleaning Vic800-825-8583
toria, Julie Lamb.
MURRAY Quik Lube Full & 436-2102.
part time. Apply in person, CLEANING houses is my
507 So 12th St or Five business. Reliable Call
Points Good work condi- Linda 759-9553.
tions, training provided
HOME & Office cleaning
DRIVERS (Trucking) Daily, weekly, summer
NEED A CHANGE?- cleaning. Ph Valerie,
J.B Hunt needs drivers
759-5021.
Even new drivers average
$2,000. a month the 1st WILL babysit in my home,
Mon-Fri, 6am-4pm. Christyear Inexperienced? Call
800-2JB-Hunt Exper- ian, non-smoker, dependable Experienced, reasonienced?
Call
800-368-8538 E0E. Drug able rates Call 753-2643
Close to East Elem
screen

BUSINESS SIGNS OF ALL KINDS

•

REAL (SIAN SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Loose
Home Loons
Real Erate
lake Property
Lots For Sale
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sole

Help
Wanted

Warded

EXPERIENCED WEB OFFSET
PRESS
OPERATOR- Daily newspaper, night shift Good
benefits Resume to. Production Mananger,
Gleaner, Box 4, Henderson, KY 42420.

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Master Card

tan

Hsp

DRIVER, WE'RE HIRING
LIKE NEVER BEFORE1$650. a week average
LOST: From Grogan trailer Great benefits Generous
court Large gray female bonus programs OTR/
cat about 16Ibs, white feet Owner Operators, dedi& chest Answerctr_Smg, cated runs Burlington Mokey Family pet Please call tor Carriers. 1800-JOIN
759-4807, 753-6092 and BMC EOE
leave message
EARN $600-$800 PER
WEEK!- With no experi060
ence! Now hiring individuHelp
als interested in becoming
Wanted
professional truck drivers.
ATTORNEY- Associate With training assistance
Call
position for Stuart & Broz available
Law Firm Excellent oppor- 800-467-3806.
tunity and salary Mail re- EARN extral cash! Enthusume to 607 East Tenth siastic people needed to
Street, Bowling Green, KY distribute samples and
42101-6916
promote products in local
AREA AVON & AVON grocery stores Work flexiOUTLET SALES- Earn ble wk end schedule No
more! $10,000+ part/time experience needed NCIM,
plan. Local support! Execu- 1-800-747-9582 ext 158.
tive support!(75% by tele- EXPERIENCED carpenter
phone). Free shipping! needed for residential conFree credit! Independent struction in Murray area.
Representative Must be ambitious Call
800 735-5286
436-2766.

DRIVERS
AND
CONTRACTORS- Driver
teams start up to 374 per
mile (split) and average
5,000 miles a week Solos
start up to 30,4 cents a mile
and average 2,500 miles a
week 1,500 mile length-ofhaul 80% drop-n- hook
Celadon Trucking Services 800-729-9770. EOE.

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale or Trade
Wont' To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appiionces
Nome Furr101ingS
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mocrvnes
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscelioneo..4
T V & PocTio
Pets & Supplies

060

CDL DRIVERS (Tractor/
trailer)- Travel first class FIREFIGHTERS- No exwith Werner Enterprises. perience necessary Paid
Vans, flats, TCU's, OTR, training with excellent benRegional and dedicated op- efits_ Paid relocation to HS
portunities. Full benefit diploma grads ages 17-34
package: First day health Call 800-284-6289
arid dental, 401K. Solo, all
teams and owner - FRIENDLY TOYS &
operators welcome, weekly GIFTS- Has openings for
pay and settlements. Paid dealers No cash investplates, tolls and scale tick- ment! Fantastic toys Exclusive gifts, home decor,
ets. 800-346-2818
Christmas items Call for
CHRISTMAS AROUND catalog and informatibn
THE WORLD/HOUSE OF 800 488 4875
LLOYD- Home base party
plan Hiring positions for FRONT desk person
1996 fall season. Work on needed at local YMCA.
commission, free training, Daytime hours. Regular
serious
calls schedule. Required to deal
with the public, complete
800-264-2166.
paper work. Previous
CLEANING people YMCA experience desirwanted. Call for appoint- able, but not required
ment. 436-2663
Apply by completing appliCOVENANT cation at YMCA, 1510
TRANSPORT- All conven- Chestnut St Indicate hours
tional fleet. 435 Detroit 9 available to work. Absolutely no phone calls
speed. Drybox/reefer, avg
run 1850 miles, benefits- All
IVES
the good stuff. Exp. HAROLD
8004414394. Grad stu- TRUCKING- Is hiring drivers Free driver training if
dent 800-338-6428.
you qualify. Students welDAY waitress needed for come. Experience pay up
Ann's Country Kitchen in to 284 per mile. Excellent
Hazel Apply in person
benefits: 800-842-0853.
DOMINO'S Pizza now hiring drivers. Earn cash daily
Must be 18yrs of age, have
proof of insurance & good
driving record

'trim local claim service'

SERVICES

120
Insuranc•
130
Extermingtirma
Busness ServiCeS '4-410150 '
Heating & Cooling
1S5
Services Offered
160
165
TRANSPORTATION
170
Motorcycles
lac
Auto Services
195
Auto Ports
200
Used Cars
210
Vans
220
Used Trucks
240
Campers
260
380
Boots & Motors

Help
Wanted

FOUND: Jogging shoes on
94E. Mon 7/29. Call to identify. 759-4802.

a-DRIVERS/OT,R- Teams
& Singles, no northeast.
Guaranteed home policy,
no touch freight, min 23, 1
yeari-OTRiCDL wchazmat
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc
800-848-0405 EOE

Will Travel

General
Cleaning

470
4130
485
490
495
500
510
520

060
Lost
And Found

Notice

753-1916

CA LL

EMPLOYMENT
060 . ,,
Holp Wonted
No ....
070
DCrn•OIC & Childcare
233
Se no h on Wanted
090
-WI DO
Business Opportunity
290
110
InstruCtIOn
530

ADJUSTMENTS
Advedlsers are reworded to
,libeck Ow lint Inee41on of
4$belr ail toeany am.Murray
LW's, Timm vie b• refloonehe log only one Inca7,0ect kosettooL My ova
11801ld be receded Immo&
citery10 coneclione con be
tinodo.

,,,,
••

• ,• . t
•
...a

:
,11919Puck
i_,•.m4 Rental and

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

HELP WANTED: Two on-call homemakers to work PRN providing personal care services and light housekeeping in the homes of the elderly in
the eight counties of the Purchase
District. Must have own transportation
and possess a valid Kentucky drivers
license. Will be required to have a
physical and TB skin test at own
expense.Starting salary $5.55 per hour
and mileage reimbursement. Send letter of application to: Gana Jo Gay,
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.,
P.O. Box 736, Mayfield, Kentucky
42066. Applications will be received
through August 9, 1996. EOE. FOR
THIS TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT,STATE
LAW REQUIRES A CRIMINAL RECORD CHECK AS A CONDITION OF
EMPLOYMENT.
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

.110

450
Pubis
Seto

LARGE selection of used
homes Late models and
older models See the
Housing Leader Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc Hwy 79
E.
Paris
TN
-8064291
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down refinancing,
equity loan Free sellers
package, land or home
loans Green Tree Financial, 800 895-1900 Nation's leading mobile home
lender
MSU students 1966 Atlantic central hie, large
closets storage building.
washer, dryer, stove & refrig included $7500
759-95.41
MUST be moved 1983
12x60, 2br, all appliances
incl Satellite sys $6750
obo 345-2967
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209
285
Mobile
News Lots For Rent

1,2,380 apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
p•ts.
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
days.753-0606 atter 5prn.

Mahouts. washer & dryer
No pets
hookup
753-2987

413R, 2 bath bock, utility
1 81 2BR apt's now eyed- room, central Nat with apable. No pets, 12rno lease, pliances 1850sq ft living
deposit. 753-4937, nights space, 2 car garage with
paved driveway Bedrooms
436-2741
Irge with walk-in closets &
1614 OLIVE Room for large living room Fenced
rent Utilities furnished
patio, nicety landscaped,
Coleman RE 753-9898
liege lot. Kept very nice,
1BR Apt & efficiency apt $750/mo. No pets.
available now Cbliiiman 753-0500 eller 5:30.
RE, 753-9898
FURNISHED 2br brick,
central h/a, bath 8 shower
IBA furnished, ubtmss & No pets, $350/mo. $350
cable included. Pasture & deposit 767-0462 day or
barn space available, night.
$350/mo. 435-4238.

EXTRA clean eft apt Furnished or unfurnished, lease
& depceit. Located New
Concord, no pets
436-5401

1607 Dodson
(Between Coldwater
N. 18th)
Fri, Aug. 2nd
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sat. Aug. 3rd
8 am-Noon
Gals twin beds(frames
only), lamps, kitchen
utensils. man's & la
-dies. clothes, books
and more

AO and lots more.

Garage Sale

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

furniture, tools,
clothes, misc.
753-3078
Rain or Shine

Pets
2 PIGMY goats Cute pets,
Call
$80 for both
435-4319

Watch for signs.

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. •?

VERY nice 2br, 1 bath duplex, appliances furnished,
w/d hookup, central gas
h/a. $475/mo, lyr lease,
Imo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536

Best Home Center

rieryOn111.

Camden, TN

4 Party
Yard Sale

901-584-2009

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement
put it in the
Classifieds

3BR, bath, utility, central
& gas heat, double garage, newly carpeted, hard
wood in dining room Will
negobate 753-8161

753-1916

Big
Yard Sale
41 Candlellte Dr.
Almo, Ky
Aug. 2-3'8 a.m.-?

Can

Camden, TN

901-584-2009

1555 Mockingbird
Martin Heights
Friday
/".

Prestige Homes Mal

Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE!!

Something for

7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fishing, tools, hardward, misc. household, clothing.

_

ESTATE settlement 3br, 2
bath brick & vinyl, 1621sq
ft, city water, septic tank,
carport, walk-in pantry, garden area and more Lot size
100x450', approx 3 miles
from Murray Asking
$55,000 Call 759-1996,
527-2945. 435-4592, or
436-2369

Reel
Estate
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
WHY wonder about selling
your Real Estate at auction? Call Wilson Real Estate at 753-5086
415

Lake
Property
CLOSE to Lake 12x60,
2br, 1'4 bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots.
Approx 1./i acres, w/CHA.
All utilities, 12x22 room addition under construction
storage building '4 Mile to
boat ramp in Keniana Lake
Shore Heights 1st $13,500
buys it 502-436-5719 if no
answer leave message No
Realtors please
440
Lots
For Sale
1 MILE FROM MURRAY.
872 Acres, commercial or
residential on Hwy 94E &
Knight Rd, city water
Purchase all or choose lot
size Priced to sell
753-3734 or 759 4851 before 5pm
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits. All underground
city utilities. 753-2339

Yard Sale

'4 ACRE Mobile Home lot
with well & septic installed
Call 767-9435 or 742-4435
after 5

Across from post
office In New
Concord.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
and Sun.
7:00-?
Water bed frame, swivel
rocker, pressure canner,
baby clothes, stroller
and playpen. Clothing of
all sizes. Lots more
436-2350

- Need Extrai
Cash?

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

DOLL House on 24 acres
plus stocked pond off hwy
121 near Mayfield. 3br, 2
bath, garage. deck. Far
mington school, $70's. Call
Glinda, 502-247-6954
Barclarftealty.

Everyone

H Rains

Garage
Sale

Best Home Center

We make a difference by being different!

Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 2 & 3
8 a.m.-11 cm.
1579 Mockingbird
(Martin Heights)
Women sizes 10 tO 20,
girls size 31 to 5, twin
mattress & springs, full
Size springs, entertainment center, coffee
table, end table, numerous other items.

C-2 Coach Estates

Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

Building quality homes at an affordable price. Free floor.plan consulting and building estimates.

July 31 through
Aug. 3
8 a.m.
2 miles from Murray
out 94E. Turn (L) Van
Cleave,(R) Knight Rd.
855 on mall box.
S10 long wheel base
camper topper, collectibles. new& used tools,
various other items.
Dealers encouraged.

Fri. & Sat
7 a.m. • ?

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models

DELUXE new, 3br home
w/3 car garage - Formal dining Home office or sewing
room' 24 tile & marble
baths • Fireplace Large
kitchen w/breakfast area.
Call 753-3903 Priced right.

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

brniture, children clothes
household items, some
twig or everyone too
roudi to mention
pospone if raring

YARD
SALE

(502) 753-5949

3BR, great neighborhood,
city utilities, southwest
school dist 753-5642

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Aug. 2 & Aug. 3
7:00 am. til ?

Garage Sale

1703 Farmw Ave.
Fri, Aug. 2
cm.-7
Maass, drapes, curtains,
linens, bedspreads, dishes.
lots of name brand clothes
(maws and nien's sane
never wom). Lots of other
Imre. Something br everyona
Cancel in case of rain.
753-8349

Custom Home For Sale
By Owner

3BR. 2 bath bock home 2
miles north of Benton
753-0248

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Yard Sale

Fri., Aug. 2
8 Lm-4 p.m.
Sat., Aug. 3
8 am-12 Noon
Corner of Martin
Chapel & Tabard
Loa of dotes for women
and children, baskets and
gift items. Something for

Wide selection of quality manufactured homes to fit your family's needs
and budget. No credit or credit problems??? Perhaps we can help! Call or
see Sue or Barbara.

3 BR 1 Bath 506 Vino St
CUTE $56.000 753 8734
or 559 4570

410

3 Family
Yard Sale

753-1916

2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761

3BR. 3 bath brick and vinyl
house located 3 mi NW of
Murray Carport plus detached garage, 40x40'
shop bldg w/elec and Water, patio 1 .Acre, eat in
kitchen w/lots of cabinets,
dr, Ir, h, utility office/storage
rm Apprx 2270sq ft living
area Central electric air,
central propane gas heat
Range and dishwasher
New carpet, paint, gutter,
vinyl Beautiful mature
trees and flowers
$107,000 Shown only by
appointment 759-5750

GARAGE
SALE

Miss
Your
Paper?
Call

2BR. 1 bath on 1 lot Located east of Murray near
lake House needs work
$18,500 474-2003 after
5pm

3BR. 2 bath, '4 mile from
city limits $72,000.
f--453-0838

Carport
Sale

2072 MURRAY
PARIS RD.

28R 1 bath vinyl home in
town city utilities, central
gas heat Asking $45,900
753 6812 after 530

NEED
EXTRA
CASIIr

4 Family Huge
Yard Sale
703 South 9th
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat

AKC Boxer Bulldog. 15mas
HILLDALE Apts now taking old, spayed, female, good
applications
for
1,2, & 3tx friendly pet, $150.
1.10BILE Home lot country
7
apts Handicap accessible.
753-4772 leave messagc__-_-__ salling„close to town Call
Apply
at
Hilldale
Cards,
Apts
lomics, gold
office
T42-4435, 767-9435 after
Monday-Friday, 730-3:30. AKC Reg. Choc. Lab pups.ring, clothes - all sizes
5.
Equal Housing Opportun- Great bloodlines Cute,
- boy's, girl's, men's &
NEAR Hazel. Includes ity. 437-4113. TOO smart and love the water
women's,
lots of new
trash, water, lawn. 1-800-545-1833 X287.
753-5034
items, knick knacks,
$100/mo. 492-114118.
DOG obedience classes or
all kinds of wood
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- private Serving Murray 14
items.
land Westiy Village, lbr years 436-2858
apartment, utilities included, rent based on in410
650 SO FT near Courts- come 62 & older, Of handiMoving Sale
Roble
quare at 500 Maple St in cap & disabled Equal
Sob
1409 Dudley
Murray Call 753-8964
Housing Opportunity
(8ehied Clarts's Pharmacy)
502-354-8888
88FTx50ft Metal building
Fit, Aug. 2
Insulated, gas heat Can be MUR-CAL Apartments now
Sat.,
Aug. 3
used for 1 or 2 shops or accepting applications for
7 a.m.-?
stores Located 406 Sun- 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Antiques, patio items,
bury Circle See Carlos Phone 759-4984 Equal
Black at Blacks Decorating Housing Opportunity
tins, bicycle, woman's
Center or call, 753-0839 or
leather coat, college
MURRAY Manor Apart811 She We Circle
436-2935
books,
Tuppenvare,
ments now accepting appliThurs. & Fri.
waterbed, clothes, anDOWNTOWN upstairs of- cations for 1-2br aparttenna, jewelry, housefice space on Court ments. Apply in person
7:00 till 2:00
wares, over 100 belts
Square Rent $95 Includes 1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
WS of misc items,
1409 Duigiud Dr.
utilities 753-1266
somering for everyNORTHWOOD Storage
Ore
presently has units avail- NOVeataking apploilions
able
753-2906 - or for Section Slow rent hous3-Family
753-7536
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Yard Sale
OFFICE space for lease, Broad St Extended, beCorner of 3rd 8 Canter
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St tween Elam-12noon. No
St (across
753-8302 or 753-9621
from
phone calls please. Equal
Tooter's) Hazel, Ky
Opportunity.
Housing
WAREHOUSE, 3000sq ft
blocks off Courtsquare UPSCALE efficiencies in
in Murray, Ky at 602-B. nice residential neighborMaple St Call 753-8964
hood near campus Quiet,
ideal for studying_
$200-300 including utilibes.
Some furnished. 759-2001.
759-2332.

48 ACRES of choice farm
land only 5 miles horn court
square with
mile paved
road frontage Will sell in 21
acre and 27 acre tract or
together Tremendous po
tential Call 753 0266

5 Family
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
121 South, Lynnwood
Estates 7, house **hits
picket fence.
Adult, boy's &
clothes,
vacuum
cleaner, car stereo, 2
lamps, light fixture,
trumpet, Avon bottles,
dishes, toys, boy's
bike & more

Dood Rd, 121 S. 1 1/2
mile, turn right onto Locust Grove Rd 1 s/2 miles
turn let ONO Dodd Rd
1/2 miles on let.
Aug. 2 & 3
8:004:00

For Rent
Or Lease

10 ACRES mA, very pri
vale woods, south of Mut
ray, $11,950 Terms
753 9302

Yard Sale

316 So. 15th
Street
Fri. & Sat.
Utile girls clothing &-

1R0
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
bate wisher, dryer, dishwasher Central h/a, deck,
garage No pets Lease &
deposit required.
753-5719.

Firms
For Sale

Big
Yard Sale

160

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

Run a Classified. --I

HARDWOOD floors 48R,
central heat and air,
breezeway and attached
garage '4 Acre lot in the
middle of town $65K
753 9369
LOVELY country home situated on 4Y, private
acres This is a 2br,
additional room that can be
converted to 3rd bedroom
Property is fenced on 3
sides has large detached
garage Large wooden
deck w/hot tub surrounds
the home Offered at
$82,500 thru Kopperud Realty,
7 5 30 1 2 2 2
MLSI3000611

NEW 3br, 3 bath on corner
of Nancy Dr & Brookhaven,
Woodgate Sub. Asking
$150,000. 753-2334 ask for
Calvin.
NEW home, 85% cornplete 3BR, 2 bath, 1400sq
ft with a carport Located in
East Y Subdivision,
753-7091

LOT for sale by owner
Lovely treed lot in Southwest Villa Subdivision
100x140 753-3167

Motorcycles
1986 FAZOR Yamaha.
good condition Very fast
753-9603
1986 YAMAHA YZ 125 re
built, like new. $900 obo
759 1851
1996 YAMAHA 180cc, 2mo
old, $2100 437-4079
'85 HONDA 350X, 3
wheeler
New RCM
Header, good condition,
$1,000 obo '87 Warrior,
red & black, good condition,
$1350 Call 753-2765 and
leave message

MURRAY Estates Starting
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
50 2 - 4 35 - 4 4 8 7
904-673-0040
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'93 HARLEY Heritage Sot
tail Nostalgia, collector's
edition $24,000 igvestecl
High performance Carb ex
haust, & cam Very nice,
everything chrome Must
see & hear to appreciate
13xxx miles, $20,000 Call
759-4700 days, 489-2481
nights

IL

•

1992 MERCURY Tracer
LTS, white. low mileage.
excellent condition. $6950
753 7357
WHITE Ford Escort
for sale, 9xxx miles Call
753 4590
1991

1987 TOYOTA 4 Runner
SR5. $5 000 obo
759 4683
1988 FORD Ranger XLT,
pis, p/b, o/d, air, fuel mi,
amfm cassette. 54xxx
miles. $3,000 489-2278

'74 MAVERICK. body 1989 FORD Ranger, 38xxx
rough, runs excellent $500 actual miles, $4500 Allen
Alford, 436-2673
'95 HARLEY Sportster 883 hen 753-3557
Hugger Yellow in color, Fat '86 BUICK Skylark. gold. 1990 FORD F150 Lariat.
Boy tank & rear wheel. 76xxx. miles, 52,900 '82 shortbed, good condition
spoke front wheel Just like Honda VF 750S, 22xxx Below loan value
new Less than 200 miles miles $1000 753-1118
753- 2260
Very pretty. $8,000 Call
'90
FORD
CHEVY S 10 Tahoe.
1992
Taurus
759•4700 days 489 2481
GL wa
gon, white, new Michelin, extra clean, black viired
nights
loaded, like new. $3500
am/fm tape. 5sp.
HONDA Aero scooter
753-8545 or 753 6745
a/c, bedliner. 2 8 6cyl Only
Electric start, auto trans
69x xx miles
Call
garage kept Looks & runs '90 HONDA CRX red 5sp, 759 4044, $5600
sunroof
767 0800
groat, $600 753 0156 ask
for Ben
'91 PLY Laser, 84xxx 1992 CHEVY S-10 TAHOE
PICKUP Dark blue on
miles, red 5sp $5950 obo '
blue, P'S. P/B, V 6. tilt,
490
759 5568 Leave message
cruise, stereo, A/C
Used
LOADED, 1995 Cougar V8, 5 speed Sharp as new,
Cern
Phone
26xxx, warranty, $13,899 $4,350 00
1966 CHEVELLE Malibu 1988 Wheel Horse
lawn & 502 875 4050 Dealer
convertible V8, automatic, garden tractor
1994 20hp
power, new paint. interior & Kohler, low hrs $1699 1995 GMC Sierra, 305
5sp, 20xxx miles, dark red
top Looks & drives great 753 6275
w/gray interior Call
$8500 753 3406 or
435 4468 or 753 9763
436-5917
495
Leave message, will future.
1976 PONTIAC Catalina,
510
p/b, p/s, air, garage kept,
Vane
63xxx actual miles, $1,100
1984 CHEVY Van, custom
489-2278
w/extras 492-8615.
24F T Winnebago motor
--1-980 AMC- Eagle. It blue, •
hcime Excellent mechani.
4dr. 4 wheel drive, 6cyl, 1992 FORD -Aerostar, like
good tires, runs, $650 new condition Must sell cal condition New tires,
Asking below book value Onan generator, low miles,
436-5795
roof air, sleeps six Self
-753 0717
1980 Z-28 CAMARO, blue
contained Must sell,
'93
PLYMOUTH
Voyager
metallic, blue stripes w/T$4800 435 4510 leave
tops. $2950 obo 753 9029 new tires, excellent condi message
bon 753-0248
leave message
520
Boats
1984 OLDS 98 Regency. MUST sell!'94 Ford Aeros
Motors
good condition, $1200 obo tar XL, pid, plw, warranty to
75xxx miles, $10,800 obo
753-3191
.ina open
18F1
1973,
759-1429, 492-8899
bow, 115hp Mercury with
1988 OLDS Regency 98
Excellent condition, 1 tam SHARP! 1 owner, 1990 trailer Excellent condition,
ily car Can be seen at 1102 Astro ext van Vertical side only 200hrs on motor Can
windows, new tires Cap- be seen at Cypress Springs
Olive. $4750 753 8217
tains chairs Cobra conver Marina, slip A-3, $3,000
1988 SAAB 900, 2dr, auto sion Very nice, $9500 901-372-9500
one owner, good condition 435 4432
1984 PROCRAFT, 17%s ft
clean $2950 753-9236
with 150 Marc motor Gar500
1990 FORD Mustang, 50
age kept, low ht. 48.200
Used
liter, V-8, automatic, white
753-4606
Trucks
with red interior Excellent
condition, 73xxx miles Call 1980 GMC truck with 455 1985 RANGER 375 V. 200
502-492-8623 after 5pm Olds motor Good condi- Mercury, low hours, fully
$7500 obo
tion, $2500 obo. 759-1246. rigged Ranger coyer, gar.
agekept since bought new
1992 CUTLASS Supreme, 1983 GMC Suburban Excellent condition
loaded,
fully
white
Good condition Priced to 759-3049 days. 753-0309
753-2154'.
sell 753-0717
alter 5.

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat.,Aug.3rd,1998 at 10a.m.at the home of the late Mrs.
Mary Cohoon. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 East to
Hwy.280.Follow 280 approx.2 miles. Watch for auction
signs.
Nice tin door pie safe - old pie safe top - quilting frames - nice old oak
knee hole desk - metal bed - old lamp tables - cherry odd bed - old
picture frames -bookcase - small sewing rocker - hand painted table
lamp - kerosene lamp - large drum type lamp table - fancy old bevel
edge mirror - straight chairs - fancy 5 tier corner what not other nice
what note - magazine rack - metal kitchen cabinet - old shoe last old
doll - set of4 mixing bowls - stone buttermilk pitcher -old metal cream
bucket - other stone pieces - straight razors - old hair clippers
credenza. nice 4 piece bedroom suite -nice 3 piece bedroom s
- odd
beds, chest & dressers - coffee & end tables - color t.v, with remote nice couch and chair - recliner - matching over stuffed chairs - nix'
lamps - nice drop leaf dining table w/4 chairs - china cabinet small
wood breakfast set - Elgin dome clock - 8 place setting of Holmes &
Edwards silverplate flatware - some old glass & chi n a - pots & pans small kitchen appliances - microwave, white granite with red wing
pans - bedspread & linens - vacuum cleaner - new cordless phone electric sewing machine - back massager - wall decoration - kerosene
heaters. pressure canner -fruitjars - step ladder - extension ladder.
lawn chairs - wash kettles - footed dutch oven - bean scales - bench
grinder - electric meat grinder - crosscut saw - milk cans - single trees
-come along,skill saw - wrenches & tools - wheel barrow - old garden
tiller, nice 15 ft. Arrow Glass boat w/70 h.p. Evinrude motor with nice
tilt trailer, 3 pt. hitch, seeder, good rubber tired farm wagon, wood
heating stove,very old mantel clock & much more. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer 435-4144

A

WHITE brick home in the
country Must see to appreciate. 759-5723.

370
AUGUST Special' New
Sub-division. exceptional
lots with all underground
utilities, yet overlooking
pleasant farmland Conveniently located near country
clubs and schools Special
price Call 753-5630 or
753-55.41

Used
Mocks

STOP!Take a look at this 3
bedroom brick home with
living room & family room
Nice 16x24 workshop and
storage building Large garden spot Extremely well
maintained property Just
reduced to $64.900 Call
Frankie at Kopperud Realty,
75 3 - 1 2 2 2 .
MLS13000636
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Absolute
Auction
Reel Estate & Personal Property
A combined sale for two sellers, the estate of the late Gabrolla
Wilson and the woodworking tools of Mr. Robert Crenshaw,an
accomplished model ship builder.
210 Gilbert Street, Hazel, KY
Saturday, August 10, 1996 • 10:00
—RogardNas of Weather—
Real *state to sea at 12 noon
Selling real estate consisting of a three bedroom, two story frame
home situated on a large, shady lot in the downtown area of Hazel
the Antique Capital of Western Kentucky
Terms on Real Estate 15% down day of sale- balance at closing
within 30 days
Personal property Includes:
Bally pinball machine, 1989 Lincoln, riding lawn mower, complete
scale model HMS Victory unassembled in box, depression glass.
china, 1930's bedroom suite wicannonball bed, nice sofa, recliner,
treadle sewing machine, washer & dryer, like new Kenmore air
conditioner, small chest style freezer. dining set, sewing items
unique handmade queensize bed with lighted headboard and built
in storage, many household and kitchenware items not listed
80 year collection of shop tools for the woodworker and model
builder:
1000's of miniature parts & fixtures, many unusual and special tools
.° for working with miniatures Craftsman wrenches of all sizes, large
& small hand planers, 4 power planer. square hole cutters, cclamps, 3 way clamps, wooden furniture clamps, wooden & metal
bench vises, machinist gauges antique tap & die set in original box.
Craftsman 4' table saw wiaccessones, 4' shop lights, vertical
sander, Black & Decker dnll bit sharpener. Black & Decker power
adapters. drills and drill stands, Black & Decker band saw shop
benches on casters, many tool & part bins. 13' five speed
Craftsman 1/3 h p drill press, thickness sander, hydraulic Jack,
Craftsman ).veVdry shop vac, Delta 10' table saw w/extra blades &
shapers, bench grinder, scroll saw, air compressor wipaint gun
1 1/..' Craftsman reciprocating saw many hand and power tools not
listed
Terms on Personal Property Complete settlement day of sale

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CA1 Auctioneer Max R. Dodd - Broker
Richard Farris - Associate
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY
(502)492-8796
Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale take
precedence over all printed material

.
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Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal tree spray
ing, hedge trimming. land
scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading. gutter
1994 SEADOO Explorer cleaning Licensed & in
Inflatable with trailer & sured, Full line of equip
cover, carries 5 people very ment, Free estimates Tim
safe Limited warranty, Lamb
436-5744,
$4200 Days 753-1323, 1400-548-5262.
nights 753 5763
A 1 Tree professionals
1996 DONZI 275 (29'3 Stump removalspee sprayoverall) mid berth cruiser ing. serving Murray, CalloLoaded $20K in options 1 way County since 1980
Remaining Bear Creek Free estimates 437-304.4
Boat
or 492-8737
Works
i 800 354 9501
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming
1996 MODEL Tigershark Free Estimates Mark
Montego with trailer Call Lamb 436 5791
after 5pm 437-4342
ALL wound hauling, Junk
1996 PONTOONS 3 Re
clean up, cleaning out
main 1 20. 1-24', 1-21' sheds, gutters, tree work
Tntoon Bear Creek Boat Free estimates Joe Lamb
Wwks. 1-800-354-9501
436-2867

,

: • it,

•▪

96 KAWASAKI 750 Jet ski
Includes trailer, cover and
life Jacket Less than 15
hours ride time $6000 or
best offer Call 753 9864 or
395 5032 Ask for Jett or
leave a message
PONTOON boat, 50hp
Evinrude & trailer Sale or
trade 436 5744

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks. driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 ma)or
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

CELEBRITY Boats Only 4
1996's remain' All 4 will be
discounted Bear Creek
Boat
Works, APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
1 800 354 9501
Whirlpool 30+ years exEBBTIDE fiberglass ski perience
BOBBY
boat with trailer 70hp John- HOPPER, 436-5848
son tilt & trim New full top,
many extras Nice condi BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
tion 753 0626 after 5pm
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515

Classifieds
Office Open

'

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates 753-1134

Painting Contractors

Quality Work at Reasonable Prices'

n

-13,R0-t

Painting Contractors
10 --No job too large or too small-

••".

Residential Sandblasting
Commercial Spray Painong
Pressure Wasting
Industrial

1-800-636-5262

Licensed & Insured
Minor Shamrock Repair
Mildew Siding
'

FREE ESTIMATES

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Will

Build To Your Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture <1 Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
030 N Alth Si. (Neat to Lomita* Rome)• Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

111.11.11i.ii 11111 k

ATTENTION

I

Contractor or Home

Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667 I
MIN MI
ii

XIEL

•••

Itt

MN 003 P..JVuC

HERNDON'S HEATING Lk COOLING

-

We Service All Makes & Models
Call 4364066
lie,ating & Air Conditioning
(iiLs Piping • New Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray & Calloway Co.
Fully Licensed & Insured • 10 Years Experience
4125 Mill Creek Road
Joel Herndon
Crossland
498-8980

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-411..36-574.4
1-800-5.4113-S.26.2
Fire Eirrinuites
241* Service

Gurter Onmetst &
Mulch Hauling
Landscaping
Hedge Trtivning
Tree Spraying

UCENSED& L'ii5LRED

Tree TrinarnIng

Osnied & Operated
135
Tim !Awl

seuffr.r; Removal
.,

"OttaItty Scrvta-c-

Cleanup Servant

tight Hauling. Etc.
Full LIM of
Equipment

W.•
CUSTOM KITCHEN CA ERNE TS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by arid see our showroom
400

SUNRuRy

,
y Bmad) •
mumiky (Beh,nd auf
75%-5040
.41N-

Services
Offen

Services
Offered

R& R ELECTRIC Mobile
home hookup, new construction, rewinrig, trouble
shooting & repairs Free
eitOrnateS, fast service Call
Murray,
anytime
762-0001
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or corn
morals!, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerard Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free intimates 753-2592.
WELDING Portable,
sOckes, MIG, heli-arc, brazing Mid steels, stainless,
aluminum and cast iron.
Call DerAd at 436-6638.

Services
(Awed

1989. 201 STRATOS, excellent condition, fully
loaded, garage kept
753 2118

11.16*
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BUSHHOGGING. Grader
blade work (driveways,
yards etc) Yard mowing 6
trimiying Free esbniales.

Call Gary 753-0912 _
BUSHHOGGING. driveways graded, gardens and
lawns rota-tilled New 60
inch rote-tiller does a terrific
lob Call Jonesy 437-4030
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for

motor home. boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Iletvlese
Mend
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCRs, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa4.4C
wowed. 753-0630

FREE puppies Lab and
Cattle dog mix 759-4683

CLASSIFIED

CLEANING- yards, barns
sheds, attics garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950

JIM MAHANES/Ledger & Times photo
Pictured are, left to right, Kathy Belcher, of the Southeast United Dairy
Industry Association, Bruce Sanders, district representative, and Jason
Hale, poster contest winner.

CONCRETE Finishing
382-2310, 382-2637
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436 5560

cUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
502-492-6159
DAVID'S Cleaning Services "Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DONALD Fincher, Steve
Cothran Floor Covering, installation service.
759-1688, 753-4401.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpming, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.

Hale finishes third
Jason Hale of Kirksey, age 11,
recently was named third place
winner in Kentucky's June Dairy
Month Olympic poster contest The
contest was sponsored by the Southeast United Dairy Industry Association, Inc., with help from Extension
Denny Lane, senior vice president of Peoples Bank of Murray (left)and Steve Service, Area Dairy Associations,
_
Story, president of Peoples First of Calloway County (right), are shown and Farm Bureau.
HAe's winning poster waschosen
presenting $250 checks from each of the local banks to SQL Melodie Jones
(center)In support of the local D.A.R.E. program.Since January,1992,Jones, from over 1700 entries throughout
who Is the Community Services Officer with the Murray Police Department, Kentucky. It was judged on origihas taught drug resistance skills and violence reduction In all the city and nality, construction and use of
county schools. The local D.A.R.E program Is a service to the community theme, "Milk. A Gold Medal Winprovided by the Murray Police Department and materials for the program are ner." His poster featured milk being
supported by local contributions. For more Information, or to contribute, awarded the gold medal at the
Olympics. He is the son of Jimmy
contact Jones at 762-0304.

Null speaks to local group
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2,1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents arinnute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are very versatile, adapting quickly to new situations and personalities. Multitalented and persistent, they can make a good
living in any number of fields. Although these Leos may opt to change their
image from time to time, their values will remain the same. Highly principled, they are unlikely to bow to peer pressure.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
relationship that has had its ups and
downs finally stabilizes. Domesticity will hold new charm! An outnut, cherry, etc. 753-6156. pouring of love motivates you to
replace bad habits with good ones.
GET YOUR ROOF RE- Continue to focus on the positive at
PAIRED BEFORE work. A difficult co-worker or
WINTER WEATHER.
Roofing, construction, supervisor will back off if you show
home repairs, remodeling. both efficiency and spunk. The bestLocal, licensed, 20yrs ex- time to launch or expand a business
perience. References is nekt March. A neighbor will play
available. Openings avail- a significant role in a professional
able. Rogers Roofing. triumph:Show appreciation.
759-9600.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
HANDYWORK/odd jobs THIS DAY: actor Peter O'Toole,
wanted. No job too small. actress Mary-Louise Parker, visionJust give us a call. ary architect Pierre-Charles L'Enfant,
759-1184.
figure skater Linda Fratianne.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
HENDERSON'S Stump
Removal Service. Afford- Steady effort in one field is more
able rates Quality work. important than versatility now. RecFree estimates Call ognize that loved ones are under
753-4998 or 527-2529
stress and change your schedule to
IVIES Roofing -n- Handy- accommodate their needs.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
man Service 527-5962
Your competitive nature is aroused
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old today. A.sports event plays a major
new again with Formica All role in your plans. Act in a positive
colors, free estimates. manner and you will win big! A
Wulff's Recovery, Murray, financial matter requires immediate
KY 436-5560.
attention.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): An
LAMB Bros Home Exteriors Vinyl siding, replace- intimate relationship has its difficult
ment windows, roofing & moments. A tricky problem can be
gutter repair Reliable, fast solved if you remain patient and
service. Licensed & In- understanding. Diplomacy takes the
sured Free Estimates, sting out of criticism. 436-5950.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
LAMB Brother-Home Im- cutback in personnel could lead to
provements, remodeling, widespread changes. Careful budadditions, roofing, siding, geting will reduce financial worries.
free estimates. 436-2269. Romance may have to wait while
LAMB'S Painting and Con- you focus on your career goals.
-LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Not a
tractors No'job too large or
small Residential- good day to take shortcuts. Your
Sandblasting- Spray Paint- finances will benefit from an
ing 1-800-636-5262
expert's advice. Keep in touch with
older people who need special attenLEE'S CARPET CLEAN- tion: your kindness will pay big divING. 25yrs Experience. idends.
Free estimates.753-5827.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Stop
trying to force an issue. AbanLEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House, mo- doning present goals for new ones
bile homes. bock & vinyl. would be a mistake. Others are
Buildings. RV's, sidewalks. depending on you to speak up for
Free estimates. 753-6490 them.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Let a
LICENSED for electric and
situation unfold further before you
gas 753 7203
take a stand. A one-on-one -talk
MARC'S Lawn 6 Land- gives you the opportunity
to impress
scaping. Mulch for sale,
rough or shredded. someone with your charm. Be willing to take a chance on new
753-6226 or 753-1168.
romance.
MORRIS Mobile Home
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Movers Licensed 6 Insured Phone 753-6384, Push for what you want most out of
life. A trusted friend will help. you
767-9630
get it! Reduce your household's
NEED a Carpenter? Call overhead by not
753-2627 Will do all types tial purchases. making non-essenof work Specialize in floorSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ing, decks, porches, handrails, garages, other odd 21): Let others come to you. Oneon-one chats are favored in busilobs
ness. Flirting with your associates
PLUMBING Repair All
can
be dangerous! Focus on develtypes plumbing repair.
Reasonable rates, oping lasting friendships at work.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
502-437-4545
19): Devote more time to creative
PLUMBING repairs, fast endeavors. A
financial problem will
service 436-5255
take care of itself. Further thought
ROOFING and painting, in- convinces a family member that you
terior, exterior. etc 25yrs are in the right.
experience 10% Discount/
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Senior Citizens Mowing it
Yard Maintenance Self-discipline gets your work done
on time. A phone call brings welcome
474-0107
'news regarding money or romance.
GENE Steely Custom
Woodworks. Walnut &
cherry lumber Planed or
rough Cut to order. Hobbies welcome We buy wal-

ik-27770-..••••••••

Joe and Kimber Hale.
As third place winner, Hale was
awarded a $100 savings bond and
Olympic memorabilia. He also received an Honorary Commissioner
of Agriculture certificate from Billy
Ray Smith, Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture.
The theme was chosen in honor
of the Centennial Olympic Games
in the Southeast and the winning
qualities of milk.
SUD1A is dairy farmers' promotion organization in the Southeast,
affiliated visa the American Dairy
Association and National Dairy
Council.
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Those who think travel educational
will get the most out of it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
new understanding stems from bet
:
ter communication. Prompt handling
of inquiries is the key to greater
business success. Lend a helping
hand to-a famiWanember who is tryresh start.
ing to make al-

First District candidate for U.S.
representative Dennis Null spoke
before Calloway County democrats
in Murray earlier this week.
Calloway County will be represented at a Null fundraiser to be
held Saturday before the Fancy
Farm picnic. Other events this week
include Friday's "Patton to the People" town meeting from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. at Paducah's Executive
Inn, Saturday's Regional Democra-

tic Breakfast at 7:30 am. at Mayfield High School, and a watermelon bust at6 p.m. Saturday at Loveu
City Park in Benton.
Governor Paul Patton will be in
Murray Sunday, Aug. 4th for an
informal grassroots meeting. The
ice cream social will be held from 2
to 4 p.m. at Murray State University's Curris Center. Calloway
County democrats are currently
planning a Fall Rally.

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Now on display:
A performer with a checkered past.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Bulldozer operator James
Thompson is pictured beginning
ground breaking process for
expansion project at Calloway
County High Schooi-in-photograph by Staff Photographer
David Tuck.
Births reported incude a girl to
Laura and David Mitcherson, a
girl to Kay and Scott McCurdy, a
boy to Staci and Robert Requarth,
and a boy- to Susan and Alvin
Fisher. July 28; a girl- to Robin
and David Collins, July 2.9; a girl
to Gail and Mark Wright, July
30.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy McDougal
are today. Aug. 1, celebrating
their 50th wedding anniversary.
Twenty years ago
Two new doctors at HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., are Dr.
Charles E. Cook, obstetrics and
gynecology, and Dr. William R.
Wilson, specialist in diagnostic
radiology, nuclear medicine and
vascular radiology.
Security officials at Murray
State University participated in a
two-day course in firearms
instruction, conducted by Capt.
Jerry Lee who heads the detective
division of Murray Police
Department.
--Mr. and Mrs. !Van Rudolph are
today, Aug. 1, celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary.
Births reported inlcude a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hasty, July
19.
Thirty years ago •
Prof. William Cherry, a faculty
member of Agricultural Depart-

ment of Murray State University,
spoke on "Farm Safety" at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Ron Acrec of Louisville was
winner and Dave Barclay of
Mayfield was second in Murray
Country Club Men's Invitational
Golf Tournament. Other winners
included Vernon Shaw Stubblefield, Bill Holt, Ross McClain,
John Bradford, Ken Harrell and
John Quertermous.
Mrs. Euple Underwood led a
program on "Living in the Space
Age" at a meeting of Women's
Society of Christian Service of
Mason's Chapel Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Bilt Bond is pastor of
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Forty years ago
Surplus food commodities will
be distributed Aug. 3 at the rear
of Tabcrs Upholstery Shop on
North Third St., Murray, according to Mrs. Cecil Farris and Mrs.
Buford Hurt who are in charge of
the program.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James N. Paschall and a
girl to Mr. and_Mrs. Galon Euin
Tiurkeed. Mrs. Keys Keel opened her
home for a meeting of WMS of
Elm Grove Baptist Church. Mrs.
Hilman Maupin, Mrs. Zelma
Rumfelt, Mrs. Maudie Hale and
Mrs. Dock Boggess presented the
program from the mission magazine, Ro al Service.
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DEAR ABBY*-

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 1. the 214th day of 1996. There are 152
days left in the year
Highlight
in
History:
Today's
Fifty years ago, on Aug. I, 1946, President Truman signed the Fulbright Program into law, establishing the scholarships named for Sen.
William J. Fulbright, D-Ark.
On this date:
In 1714, Britain's Queen Anne died; she was succeeded by George
I.
In 1790, the first U.S. census was completed, showing a population
of nearly 4 million people.
' In 187-3, inventor Andrew S. Hallidie successfully tested a cable car
he had designed for the city of San Francisco.
In 1876, Colorado was admitted as the 38th state.
In 1914, Germany declared war on Russia at the onset of World
'War I.
In 1936, 60 years ago, the Olympic games opened in Berlin with a
ceremony presided over by Adolf Hitler.
In 1943, race-related rioting erupted in New York's Harlem section,
resulting in several deaths.
4094'4, an uprising broke out in Warsaw, Poland, against Nazi
occupation, a revolt that lasted two months before collapsing.
In 1946, 50 years ago, the Atomic Energy Commission was
established.
In 1957, the United States and Canada reached agreement to create
the North American Air Defense Command ("NORAD").
In 1966, 30 years ago, 25-year-old Charles Joseph Whitman shot
and killed 15 people at the University of Texas before he was gunned
down by police..
In 1975, a 35-nation summit in Helsinki, Finland, concluded with
the signing of an accord dealing with European security, human rights
and East-West contacts.
In 1981, the rock music video channel MTV made its debut.• Ten,years ago: The Senate, Foreign Relations Committee voted,
15-2, in favor of strict economic sanctions against South Africa to
protest apartheid.
Five years ago: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir accepted a
U.S. formula for Middle East peace talks with the Arabs. President
Bush, visiting the Ukrainian capital of Kiev, urged Soviet republics to
show restcaint in their demands for more autonomy.
One year ago: In the second TV network takeover in as many days,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation struck a deal to buy CBS for $5.4
billion.

DEAR ABBY. My ladyfnend and
I would like to get married (we are
both 70 )+ars old). However, as a
widow she gets a pension from her
deceased husband's former employer, which indicates her pension will _
stop if she remarnes.
" A friend of mine says that the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled some
years ago that this type of restriction
is no longer valid. Is this correct'?
E.A.H. IN POMPANO BEACH. FLA.•

unto others as you would have
them do unto you" is an excellent philosophy to live by. The
message is simple and powerful.
However, children learn by imitation. I feel that principles
-ouch as this are most effective
when they are taught at home
by parents who not only preach
the rules but practice them as
well.
• • •

DEAR E.A.H.: I am not per- DEAR ABBY My problem-mitted to practice law in Floriinvolves my best girlfriend's brother
da — or any other state. Howew-----4 and mother. Her brother — ni call
er, I checked with my legal
him Ben — and I have become very
experts who informed me that
close. I love him a lot. The problem
most pension plans are covered
is his mom. She hasn't forbidden us
by ERISA (the Employee Retireto see each other (she probably
ment Income Security Act). The
knows we'd see each other anyway),
pension administrator for the
but she won't let me come over if
deceased husband's companys she's not there.
can verify for your ladyfriend
She never gives us any privacy
whether or not her pension is
or any time alone. She's overproteccovered by ERISA. If it is, then
tive and babies him a lot. If I say
that provision is not valid.
anything, she tells me it's none of
If the pension is not covered, My business. I should tell you
that
she should check with a Florida
I'm 21 and Ben is 16. Is there any
lawyer who is an expert in penway to reassure her that we know
sion law.
what we're doing'?
Please print this because I would
like to show her your answer.
KNOWS WHAT I'M IX)ING
DEAR ABBY: In my opinion, we
need a national slogan that reminds
, DEAR KNOWS: You are an
us to care about everybody and
adult, but the boy is underage,so
everything. Of course, the Golden
I implore you to back off. If you
Rule represents this. It should be
refuse to do so, his parents _could
'taught to children in'thcschciols: At
take legal- -action against you.
the beginning of the first class, its
The best way to reassure
meaning could be explained. At the
Ben's mother is to respect the
end of the day, teachers could
rules of her household.
remind the students, "Don't forget
the Golden Rule."
1 ••
What do you think, Abby?
DEAR ABBY: Circumstances
NANDOR LAZAR, NORFOLK, VA.
beyond our control prevent us, a
single man and single woman,from DEAR NANDOR LAZAR:"Do
marrying.
When one of us dies, in the obituDAILY COMICS
CONTRACT BRIDGE
ary, along with the listing of family
survivors, may the term "significant
other" be used in listing the survivBLONDIE
ing partner? Or do you think just
"dear friend" would be better?
.„
ON,JULiuS, I WAS SO WRONG
GET'ONE
CORA AND I HAD A BIG FIGHT
TH6 MORNING' COME,
FOR ME
THIS MORNING, AND I WAS
LONGTIME READER
would surely have been misleading
West dealer.
1'00!
TURTLEDOVE, I'M TAKING YOU
WRONG AO
IN FLORIDA
with a 7-4-1-1 distribution and only
TO LUNCH
I HATE TO
North-South vulnerable.
ADMIT IT
four high-card points, while two diaNORTH
DEAR hONGTIME READER:
monds would have been woefully "Dear friend" would be my
3
short of the 10 points normally re- choice.
V J 98 6
quired for a response on the two
• QJ 98 6 3 2
level.
DR. GOTT
+6
So South became declarer at one
EAST
WEST
•K Q J 8 5 spade and made two for a score•of By Peter 1-1. Gott, M.D.
492
_Q 3
11Q points (including the 59_point
VK107b42
DEAR DR. GO1 f: Can you please
bonus at duplicate for making a
•7
/*MAK
•K
tell me if melatonin is helpful as a
' 4 Q 8 4 3 2 partscore). • 4J 10 7 5
When a Greek pair held the sleep inducer, or does it have harmful
SOUTH
CATHY
North-South hands,the bidding was effects?
•A 10 7 6 4
DEAR READER: Melatonin is a
far more spirited:
A
DRIVE FASTER' LONEY)
Near?? No!
HURRY UP,
natural chemical, secreted by the
South
North
East
West
1054
•
A
PLUMP FASTER!
IT
WEIGHT
NOT YOU,TIME. 100 EvER LISbrain, that aids sleep. Recently. syn
1 NT
1
Pass
Pass
+AK9
RING AlP FASTER!
AT LEAST
I DIDN'T WANT TENS TO mE
GO Aix)Aki
thetic
melatonin has been marketed
6•
Pass
2V
3•
FAST-' IS TAE-OKIE - TIKIt Ttn746-4--The bidding:
PItttfr FASTER!
00 AWAY!
VDU TCr
as a pill without prescription in
opened
the
was
East
who
Here
it
South
North East
00 FASTER!
IS PAYING', West
ER! EVERYTHINer Di
health-food stores.
bidding with one spade. South overPass
1
Pass
AlltNTION
Pass
ELSE WAS SUPUnfortunately. the product does not
called with a notrump and did not
Pass
Pass
Pass
POSED TO GO
/
come
the jurisdiction of the
fiddle around after West bid two Food under
FASTER! NOT
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
and Drug Administration
three
diaNorth
bid
and
hearts
match
YOU!ter TintEr
a
occurred
in
deal
This
Consequently. there is no govern
between Sweden and Greece. It is a monds. South leaped straightaway ment-regulated quality control in its
striking example of what an enor- to six, which North easily made with manufacture: You may be getting
mous effect one bid can have on the an overtrick for a score of 1,390 more (or less) than indicated on the
points', giving the Greek team a gain label, or the pills may contain adulter
outcome of a hand.
—
11r
When the North-South cards of 1,280 points on the deal.
ants. Moreover, there have been no
Had East not opened the bidding studies concerning the safety of long
were held by a Swedish pair, the
bidding went as shown. In standard with a spade — which was actually term use of the chemical.
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
bidding methods, South's opening a standard third-hand opening —
As far is I know, it is harmless
one spade bid was entirely normal, South might very well have suffered and, in some people, effective.
CDULV I FILL Efc
and while North's pass is debatable, the same fate as his Swedish coun- However, I hesitate recommending it,
UP FOR you ?criscx -THE.
terpart, winding up in one spade, for the reasons I mentioned.
his action was reasonable.
CLeRN YOUR wiNIPmaking two,instead ofsix diamonds,
satisfactory
reTo give you more information on
no
North
had
sHiew?'
sleep disorders, I am sending you a
sponse to one spade. One notrump making seven.
copy of my Health Report "Sleep/Wake
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill Station.
CROSSWORDS
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men
tion the title..
33 Isle of —
ACROSS
DEAR DR. GOTT: My eon. was
34 Willow
recently diagnosed with Bell's palsy.
35 Adherent of
1 Belonging to
Answer to Previous Puzzle
He has no insurance, and his doctor
(suffix)
Yoko
36
Barracks
bed
5 Roman 149
ECLAT
CREPIA indicated the test would only be for
37 Prevent
8 Foot part
PARROT
I REN IC diagnostic purposes, that there is no
GARFIELD
38 Mata —
12 Oolong and
effective treatment. My son leads- an
IV
EIZIR AGED CM ,unhealthy lifestyle, smoking and
40 "No man —
pekoe
— island"
CII
EAGLE OKA
13 Juan's year
I COULDN'T DECIDE WHICH
50 IM WEARINGdrinking too much. Could this have
41 "20 / 20"
14 Sandwich
ONE OF THE5E TIE5 10 WEAR
ALL OF THEM!
SAME MOO ABET
led
to the palsy, and is his doctor corhost (inits.)
spread. for
RODE] GOUGED
rect that we should wait it out?
43 Proceed
short
GERM STAR
44 Star of 'The
15 King —
DEAR READER: The cause of most
Nanny"
16 Cleveland
IMENIES AILS
cases of Bell's palsy (weakness on one
45 K-N linkup
footballer,
side of the face) is unknown. However.
PANS MEA
NINA
47 Direct at
18 Overhead
herpes virus infection can cause it; so
ERE EBERT imp
target
rails
Lyme disease.
49 Yelp
19 "Wanted.
p G EYELASH PO canTherefore,
at the least, your son
51 Bakery item
Dead —
OLIVER BAITED
52 — Year
Alive"
have
a
blood test for Lyme disshould
SEXES
REESE ease and, if that's
54 Hostelry
20 Video-game
negative, he should
55
movie
8-1
1996 United Feature Syndicate
consider seeing a doctor for a possibl
Vit),\K5
Si
Team"
LrM
21 — — Tittle
prescription for an anti-viral dru
16 Annoying
5 "Gigi" star
56 Lyric poems
23 "This — Your
(Famvir
and others) If the Lyme tes
child
57 Pig's home
6 — — the
Life'
MALLARD FILLMORE
is positive, extended antibiotic theraground floor
17 Russian no
58 — your
24 Pacific —
7 Keep a —
py is mandatory.
20 Adolescent
business
26 Sportsman
profile
22 Irving ID
Sanders
Regardless of cause, many patients
I.ike
t AT
8 Early mom
25 Lisle
DOWN
28 Small body
Bell's palsy can be helped by
with
crac
itw, you,
26 "Nash
9 — Dawn
of land
WAITING ON
using prednisone (cortisone) pills for
Chong
1 — Preminger
Bndges" star
29 Parking —
a few days.
WRITE HOUSE
10 Tube
27 Made of
2 Hang-up
30 Summer
cHELK
cereal
I don't agree with your son's doctor.
5tAffER'S
11 "Bonanza'
3 — bran
cooler
son
28 — Amin
4 Spielberg ID
32 Celine —
Complete recovery is, indeed, the rule
29 Map abbr.
with partial nerve paralysis. However,
31 Dine
total paralysis both upper and lower
1
2
3
4
MI6
7
"Hi' foop
33 Word for Miss
face/ may be permanent, without
Piggy
WM,NM
treatment.
tHis
12
Is
14
Tennis
player
34
MkEN
Your son may have to take some
— Lendl
Some SOkT of
11111
SAT PD641415
17
36 'The -responsibility for his affliction. Hard
Witcf4 HuNt?
(Brandon Lee
living, drinking and smoking could
1111
II
11
film)
23
have compromised his immunity. so
Order -madam Fen-lore' tile book' Send $7.96•sa.00 4.41 (check of money wow)lo 'Mallard Fillmore" PO Box 806, Riverton, NJ 08077 Allow 4 6 weeks delivery
37 Pronto (abbr.)
d22
that
he was more prone to Bell's palsy
39 Silver symbol
24 ill
26
27
l'EANUTS
Also, if he passed out in an alcoholic
40 Wit
haze and lay with his cheek on a hard'
41 Angel
28
II
29
31
surface for hours, the nerve could
headdress
HAD
A
DOG,
LOICH
I
IF
DID YOU KNOUJ l i LL BE
42 "They — With
SORRY,I'M BOOKED UP
have been injured by compression.
33
34
32•UU
Their Boots
I DON'T, HE'D RUSH OUT
Thus, his palsy may well constitute a
STARTING SCHOOL SOON?
FOR THE UJHOLE YEAR..
On'
35
"wake-up call": This is probably a good
37
TO MEET ME LUNEN
44 Printing type
time to change his life around before
ill
45 Property
I GOT HOME
38 lil
40
he suffers really disastrous conseclaim
quences from his unhealthy habits.
46 Alcoholic
Sc.
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48 Ms. West
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Enix,Bullard
are named to
elections board Z

Deaths
Alvin H. Harrell
Alvin H. Harrell, 90, Paris, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Wednesday, July 31, 1996, at 8:40 a.m. at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Harrell taught school at Sunny Dale School at Turkey Creek in
the Land Between the Lakes. He moved to Murray in 1941 after TVA
took over that area. He_ became a .builder. constructing over 200
houses in and around Murray. He was a member of Grace Baptist
Church where he taught Sunday School, served as a deacon, and
preached when it was a mission of First Baptist Church. He later
helped to build and remodel the current Grace building.
Mr. Harrell was married May 13, 1922, to the former Myra Belle
Atwood, who died March 23, 1985. One son, Jamie Harrell, and two
sisters, Mrs. Ethel Holland and Mrs. Barbara McDermott, also preceded him in death. Born Sept. 13, 1905, in Trigg County, he was the
son of the late Joe Harrell and Eula Celeste Cornell Harrell.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Edna Frances Kohls and husband, Dick, California, and Mn. Betty J. Poytress and husband, Louie,
Meridian,. Miss.; six sons, Edgar A. Harrell and wife, Ola, Paris,
Tenn., George Everett Harrell and wife, Frankie, Hazel, Bobby
Donald Harrell and wife, Nancy, Henderson, and Phillip Harrell and
wife, Georgia, Billy Harrell and wife, Norma, and Dan Warren and
wife, Barbara, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Joette Morris, Calvert
City; one brother, Edwin Harrell and wife, Mary, Jacksonville, Fla.;
32 grandchildren; 68 great-grandchildren; three great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Lee, David Harrell
and Andy Harrell will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray.Memorlit'Cardens. Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.

•

Mrs. Clara Howard
Mrs. Clara Howard, 93, Murray, died Wednesday, July 31, 1996, at
6:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Salem Baptist Church. Her husband, Brown
Howard, died in January 1989, and one son, Charles Howard, died in
1988. Born Sept. 10, 1902, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Spencer Waters and Colie Brown Waters.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Anna Colson and husband,
Rudell, Chapel Hill, N.C.; two sons, Billy Paul Howard and wife,
Kathryn, Murray, and Ted Howard and wife, Shirley, Spokane, Wash.;
a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Wanda Howard, Murray; five grandchildren;
seven stcpgrandchildren; several great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Salem Cemetery at Lynn Grove.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Saturday.
•

Mrs. Thelma Reid

1,

Miss Rosalind Crass

••••;

Graveside services for Miss Rosalind Crass will be Friday at 3:30
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Russell Sisson will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Arthritis Fund Research
or Belmont United Methodist Church, Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Crass, 85, of 500 Elmington, Nashville, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, died Monday, July 29, 1996, at 10:17 p.m. at Saint Thomas
Hospital, Nashville.
Survivors include nephews and nieces, A.B.- Crass and wife, Sally,
and Ms. Jo Crass, Murray, and Sam Crass and wife,
Nancy,
LaGrange; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Martha Crass, Murray; a first cousin,
Mrs. Mavis Moore, Murray; great-nieces and nephews, Eddie and
Laurie Rollins, Bill and Susan Howard, Mark and Gay Robinson,
Gary and Krista Crass, Chuck and Karen Krill, and Rob and Kathy
Clore; 12 great-great-nieces and nephews.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 5%4.44 « 37.73
DJIA Previous Close --.--53211.91
Alr Products -.--.-......-S31/4 A T & T-.-.-.--.-.—. 5294 • 'h
+ th
Bell South
Brigp & Stratton..... 3991 + 13/s
Bristol Myers Squibb ............W/ • Is
CUT Corp. Ky. ...._...20312B 22A
Chrysler —.-.-.—.-.—..2VI4 +
Dean Foods..-._-.-.—.- 243/s vac
041
i23/4 11/3
Ford
+ 1/4
General Electric ---.-.11394 • 1
.00 General
Motors -.-.--49% • 3/s
• 1/4
Goodyear -.--.......-.---443/s • th
I B M-.----.--.-.10$ • 113
Ingersoll Rand........... 43 + 3/s

Prices as of 9 a.m.
+ 1/1
•
K U Energy....-------.. 299s • 'Is
Kroger ..—.—.—.-.--3V/s • %
• l/4
LG &
Mattel

•'Is

• 3/1
McDonald@
• 3/1
Merck
J.C. Peoney.......----.-- 50 + 3/1
Peoples First° ....... 219411 22NA
Quaker Osts...—.-...--323/s + 3/s
+ 3/s
• 'h
Time Warner..--------,35l/4 • N
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THERE'S MORE
No one offers more than
Weather Shield. More styles,
shapes and sizes in our complete line of

TO SEE IN AN
energy efficient wood windows,
skylites, hinged or sliding wood
patio doors and steel insulated

WEATHER SHIELD
„ entrance systems. See Weather
Shield windows and doors at the
address below.

When you're through looking, we
think you'll agree, there's,more
to see in a Weather Shield
window.

HOG MARKET
Vediesi Slab Merkel Nees far** Aas. I. 11104,
11(tettacky Percher Arm Hes Markel tepee ladodem 2
Ivy* Maims Pao** Act SS EM. III Sorrow.
Gillis slimly Sow do* I. 2.1* Isw
US 1.3 231-344 5

• Ste'
$54.31/ - 52.311
/07-IS 54.54

US 1.3 213-235 5
US 3-4244-288 lbs.
US 1.2 2411-21S s.
Sews
US 1-2 2711•134
US 1-3 3115434
US 1-3 4311•523 lb&
US 1-3 525 A up

VILA -

$42 le • 42.1e
1,41.75 - 43.75
141.75 - 44-34
141.111 SIAS

Time To Replace Those Old Windows?
Now may be the perfect time for new windows. We carry
a complete line of energy effecient windows, skylites, patio
doors and steel insulated entrance systems.

US 2,3 3111-316 5.
loan Sir7.311.31.311

$1JJ5. Ilia

* Paducah

Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Bcnton

INTEREST

FREE '1111999
That's The Bottom Line From Fleming Furniture...

0
3Years
FREE

Smedley
1 To 3

Not 8.8% - Not 4.4% But*OtO%
"FREE" INTEREST FOR 36 MONTHS
Considerable factory incentives..,but when they're gone...they're gone!

OVER 3 MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
BROYIIILL
SOFAS

BEDROOM
StIITES

Osm 50 To Clout rum
LESS THAN
$30
am'

Budd, Nadia Cm
LESS THAN

$30
a onth

LESS THAN

$20

$30

a month

a month

With Qualified Purchase & OAC. 0% Down - 1 Year No Interest. 25% Down - 2 Years No Interest. 33% Down - 3 Years No Interest.

rietnin
Oivisloo of Kolloy•Wiogins Furniture, Inc,

11.111IIIRE
Calm

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
1

BROYIIILL
DINING ROOM

Thomasville • Broyhill • Lane • Simmons • Henredon
La-Z-Boy • Cochrane • Klaussner • & more
Entertainment
Home/Office
Computer Desks
Centers
Sofas/Love Seats
Leather Sofas

Hilliard

HIWARD
LYONS

RECLINERS
Ossit 150 Ti Cheese Rem
LESS THAN

The Best Costs Less At norlyz.,

111111511 Lyons Is a marks! milker In this stock
UNC-prk• unctenged

Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

umber Co.

WINDOW

Patircah
Swporcometer

The funeral for Mrs. Thelma Reid will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Reid, 85, Rt. 3, Murray, died Wednesday, July 31, 1996, at
6:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Austin Reid, to whom she was married on July 17, 1931; one daughter, Mrs. Ellen May Ford, Nashville,
Tenn.; one son, Gene A. Reid, Keystone Heights, Fla.; three sisters,
Mrs. Mae Doan and Mrs. Lillian Millward, Cincinnati; six grandchildren, John D. Graves, Cincinnati, Peggy Bergan, Mesa, Ariz., Donna
Newcomb, Puryear, Tenn., Debarah James, Calvert City, and Brian
Reid and Cheryel Doyle, Keystone Heights, Fla.

Mon.-Fri. 74, Sat. S-Noon
Salo Items Cash S Carry

The State Board of Elections has
appointed Z.C. Enix and Homer
Bullard to the Calloway County
Board of Elections. The County
Board consists of the county clerk,
the sheriff and the two members
appointed by the State Board.
Secretary of State John Y. Brown
who serves as chairman of the
state board, said the appointees will
serve a four year term.
State law requires each county
board of elections, which shall, at
the direction and under the supervision of the State Board of Elections,
administer the election laws and the
registration and purgation of voters
within the county.
Brown explained that local board
of elections meet monthly and are in
constant session on election day
dealing with such matters as the
qualifications of voters and the final
tabulation of votes cast.

Frank Edward Welch
Mgmorial services for Frank Edward Welch will be Saturday, Aug.
3, at 11 a.m. at New Life Christian Center, 1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.,
Murray_ The Rev. Tony Steele will officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Fulton Public Library,
Main Street, Fulton, KY 42041 or Lourdes Hospice, 2855 Jackson SL,
Paducah, KY 42001.
Mr. Welch, 68, Eddings Street, Fulton, died Friday, July 19, 1996,
at 7 p.m:at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Judy Gardner Welch; one daughter,
Mrs. Lynne J. Lowrance and husband, Mark, Union City, Tenn.; two
sons, the Rev. Mark E. Welch and wife, Karen, Murray, and Brian D.
Welch, Washington, D.C.; one sister, Mrs. Betty J. Kirkenmeier, New
Concord; special friends, Mercy Yrabcdra, Clarksville, Tcnn., Linda
Burnett, Union City, Tenn., and Kelly Edmison, Fulton; four
grandchildren.

•

4.
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SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Opera Daily 10 to 7 • Sunday Ito,, • Friday 10 to R
&roma Swirkr A Aferaer Ovnir CENTER
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 OP7idne
.:1;:,11; 5
BROYMa CAilERY A AOC7VRY Ovrar Cloirt*
451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
:
ts a;;7 s
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224 °Prki
Amutance Available

OPEN
SIJIOAY
70 .5

Pad uc.ah * Flernin6 Furniture * Benton
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Join The Local Merchants

dday 8 Satwda
August 2 8
For The Biggest Sidewalk Sale

Murray and
Calloway County
Come early and spend the day!
Enjoy lunch at one of our fine restaurants
and catch all the summer bargains,
from curb to curb, across Murray!

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL
BUSINESSES AND
"SHOP MURRAY FIRST!"

..• :
•

•

• o ••

•••
, - •
• -1 -• • •
•4P, •

••••

•
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SHOP

URRAY FIRST!

Sidewalk •

,
,
,
,
,
,
aper
,
Wall
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
ARMLOAD SALE
,
,
,
,
,
I
August, 2 & 3 Only

All You Can Carry!
(Limit 15 Double Rolf,
.)

(
I

14
e a

/

OVER 50 PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM

/

519 S. 12th St. • 753-7575 • Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-3

ittewatit

'volt
OPEN AT
4
0 A.M.

l
fn

Friday & Saturday
Aug. 2 & 3 Only

e:

99° - '999
Check Out Our Fall Back-To-School
Savings Inside The Store!

It

FRIDAY 6 SATURDAY
AUG. 2 6 3 • 10-4
•Fr3-111es

0/0

.olvist'as

OFF

.mugs

•wra
1)P gs
't'ookes
•Tssilirts
•caras

*Stationery & More!

1

Chestnut Hills • Murray

/

•

JCP nney
I t • C3

/
/

et

Savings Up To

Summer Clearance )

/

Layaway
now for
Christmas!

PEA MORE
BOOK-N-CARD *

Chestnut gliffs

Southside Shopping Center - Hwy. 641 South

Come inside and see
the new 1996
Hallmark Keepsake
Ornaments!

AUG 1 1996

1

13E1,--AIR CENTER

•

Shop 8z Drop

Check Inside For...

COOL VALUES
Selected Items

Washers
Laundry Service
per load 756
• ib.50(e
Coln Op-Laundry • Alterations

1/2 Price

noRmAnMERLE
COSMETIC STUDIOS

"1St

Drop in a load...then visit-the- Sidewalk

Murray Laundry center
Bel-Air Center. between Storey's & Murray Sewing
Sun. 6 a.m.-11 p.m.

908 Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-6926

Mon.-Sat. - 6 a.m.-11 p.m.
759-2570

Owner: Kathy Coleman

?ctae elt•xt 7aseed ate Ved.e/
Iv: a

Mho bit wild
and spicy, with
a stampede of
flavor you won't
soon forget.
Rustle one up soon!

ONLY

Served With yeiir
choice of potato.

All In Stock

C

Murray Sewing Center
Sidewalk Sale

All Summer Fabrics
Big sale

WALLPAPER
& BORDERS

50%

egnom
NEU ®

60% Off

Off

Many More Bargains Inside!

Ath"AAA,
759-4979 • Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray

DO

1111111.7;41

looc• _

9534323

r
kel
;.;.;*•,•3816:1/.71/ a;

Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0448

•

Lambe

Bu

Prices Good 22um Autust_ 6 1996
While
-.4-.., \q. ,-_,•,.- )
Supplies
1.-- 1.,---4101"'
,
Last

5999

899

,

BUDGET BARN
:
MI

8 x 16
8 x 12
8 x 8
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

$750 '950 $1,150 - -

0..4
nolo

*Kentucky Sale. Tax Now Included*

-

-

-

Ice, crushed
ice and water

dispenser

52" Cumberland, polished brass, white & Ceiling fan, white & wood
grain
brass with white

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
r— Single 4' wide door

,. ,.

ED

Ceiling Fans Molding

.......

NATIONAL PLAN
INC

,c,usA
.....
467

/ ---

-56251

. .,. m.„.

...._

21 7 cu ft refrigerator with

A large selection ofSunset
books with over 200 titles
on many different sub-

Jects.

Houseplant; — Landscaping
Woodworking — How-To-Do

Sunset Books

34999

Save '120
America's best laundry systemi
Super-capacity Plus washer with

automatic temperature control

.Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY

iul

Save $100
adjustable glass shelves

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
759-1390

Through August 3
Reg 109999

,. .,. ., .,. . . . .............., _

-

‘1111. I. B

•

2-speed motor, double rollover
dual-action PLUS agitator

Save *90
Super-copoctty Pius 12-cycle
dryer. With Auto Dry II solid-state
sensor Mat 'feels the moisture in
fabrics so clothes don't ovehiry
5 temperature settings.

- Your Home investment Company Since 1884 Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-530 pan.; Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
Sale Price* Good at Murray Store Onlyt • Other Locetions: Benton & Lake Ctty
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Large selection of Lawn
& Garden Tractors in
stock at SALE prices.
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Sidewalk Sale Bargains!1
Selected Items...

savings Up To

75% Off

FRAME VILLAGE
Court Square • Murray • 759-9853

% OFF
•
▪ •
▪ -.•'.• • . . •

Happines2P1ace
The
SUPERIOR
SIDEWALK SALE
Up To

Come
In and
Enjoy
Our All-You-Can-Eat & Drink
Lunch or Dinner Buffet

SIDEWALK
GO-ERS!

Jewelry Starting At $1

All-You-Can-Eat Buffet
• Pizza
▪ • SpaGatti
▪ • Salad
I • Drink
I • Dessert Pizza
• Bread & Cheese Sticks
a • Low Fat Marinara Sauce
▪ .......

$4

Only

(Murray Store Only)

75%4
30%
OFF

Lunch or Dinner
11-2 & 6-9
Good Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 2 & 3 Only
Ladies Fine Apparel
305 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7441

Chestnut
Street -

753-6656

• Coupon Not Good
With Amy Other Offer

'Must Present Coupon
When Ordering

EWA
•41P
01W

irdP

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
Storewide Savings Inside and Out!

Back-to-School
SPECIALS
Over 100 Selected
Styles of Men's,
Women's & Children's Shoes

20-40%

off

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

1211S
Chestmat
Street

Murray
Kentucky
7S3-SS44

TIORYTNRK FOR THAT JPORT X YOUR WE"

CtaiM

ciligraMgimei
Featuring the latest in
Ladies' Fashions from
Name Brand Designers.

The Biggest
Bati, to School $5-1.0)
15)
20
Sale Ever! Racks

Pier I imports
Offering

ST0REWIDE
Savings on gifts
and decorat z
accessories for atm
room in nour home.

What More Could You Ask For In One Location!

UNIVERSITY PLAZA...On Chestnut Street

!A

.4.4M14••••••••110••••-.
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SHOP MURRAY FIRST!
Dog Days of
Itummer Savings
7 All Doghouses Discounted

Sidewalk Sale
Friday II Saturday
Aug. 2 8 3
-41

Disney Mickey T-Shirts

211/0 Off

75%

$6.99

Selected Items

Knit Sets: Pant & Short Sets

Collar Closeout
Over 300 Collars

STOREWIDE

We will be open Friday & Saturday,
the first weekend of every month.

•

EXAMPICI

September 6 & 7

iFARMER'S

$1.50Each

5t
-74ab Mai4ozie

November 1 & 2
December 6 & 7

Ocotber 4 & 5

kitchen & home

Lemmons
Wholesale Warehouse

FARMACY

Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

408 S.

12th St. in

Murray • 753-0545 •

800 South 4th St. • Murray • Hwy. 121 & Glendale Rd.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:30, Sat. 8:30-4:00
, Dixieland Center • Murray • 759-2248

P

SIDEWALK SALE SAVINGS!
Factory Over-Runs • Must Get Rid Of!

Denim Purses

1.

Skirts &
Shorts

$6.00

„.•••••••

Yours, Mine
& Ours
Sidewalk Sale
sl, '2, '3 I

Inside the Store

•

The nook

Leather Purses

Rack

$14.99

New Discounted &
Used Books'
Great Gift Idea'
School Supplies'

Box Sales

WE
SELL OR TRADE
USED
PAPERBACKS

Racks
On Summer Items

Jewelry • Belts
Hair Accessories

*5.00

*5.00

Tux & Men's
Appliquéd Shirts

2 Pc.
Short Sets

•

New Fall

M.-F. 9:30-5
Sat. 9:30-4

Merchandise
Arriving Daily,

50° & Up $14.99

50' Books &
Cheaper!

of Colors & Print
Designs, Great for
Quilts - Poly/Cotton

Below Wholesale
Price

Starting At

50

A Yard

BOLD LIQUIDATORS

MURRAY
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
on Chestnut
753-4821

Court Square • 753-4087

Bolts of Fabrics, Lots

•

•

On Selected Tags

1/2 Price

3 Pc. Sets

•

112 Price

Jewelry

Belts

308 Main St. • Murray

Low Prices On Everything Inside & Out!

Sn1q1111°S
of Murray
Summer Merchandise

SIDEWALK

1/2 - 3/4 Off

Friday & Saturday

SAVE 25%

Come Inside and
on Selected New Fall Merchandise from:
Harve Bernard, David N Rafaella, Lucia, Nygard, Lizwear (Denim), Tracy
Richards, Betsy's Things, Liz Claiborne Accessories. Shoes from: Life Stride,
Naturalizer, Madeline Stuart, Nicole.
Also

SAVE 25°70 on: Playtex, Vanity Fair and Hanes Too Hosiery.
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-5:30, Fri.9-8, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
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ANNOUNCING
40P
6
.
1141,
ON OUR

SAL
SIDEWALK
Friday & Saturday Only!
August 2 and August 3
Old Stuff - Discontinued Stuff - Slow Moving Stuff - Great Stuff From All Departments
LAWN & GARDEN]

FIREPLACE

illro

sit/Po

'Pruning Shears
•Gatorvac
.2HP Edger
'Tractor Sprayer Attachment
-Grass Catchers
'Fertilizers
'Pull Behind Spreaders
'Drop Spreaders
'Tree Spikes
•Lawn Edging
•Bird Feeders
•Fountains
-Generators
'Chain Saw

PAINT DEPT.

•Turpentine
'Paint Remover Gallons
'Linseed Oil
'Canvas Drop Cloths
•6.5 G Stand Air
Compressor
'Assorted Paint In
Gallons

'Log Lighters
'Match Holder
'Grate

SUMP
'Towel Bars
•Soap Dishes
•Ice Maker Filter
•Repacement Faucet Handles

HARDWARE

SW*

stUP
'Garage Door Openers
'Door Lock Sets
.1001 pc. Fastener Sets
•Circular Saw
•Tool Boxes
•X-Acto Knife Set
'Storage Cabinet
'Assorted Pliers
•Paint Respirators
'Sander
•Drill
'Shop Vac
•Dewalt Mitre Saw
'Drill Press
'Patio Door Security Alarms

•Fire Extinguisher
'Smoke Alarms
'Water Heater Timer
•Assorted Light Bulbs
'Assorted Extension Cords

FAUTOMOTIVE
WHEEL GOODS]

giro

SW&

'Assorted RV Accessories
'Seat Covers
'Floor Mats
•Assorted Polishes
& Cleaners
•Trallor Hitches
'Truck Crossover Box
•Oil Drain Pan

.16" Boys Bikes
•20" Boys & Girls Bikes
24"Boys & Girls Bikes
.26" Mens & Womens Bikes

HOUSEWARES

SPORTING GOODS
'Stack On Storage Drawers
'VCR Tape Storage
•Odd Sizes Mini Blinds
'Fondue Pot
'Sunbeam Mixer
•Vacuum Cleaners
'Coffee Maker
•Cleaning Solution
•Carpet Runner
•Hampers
'Vanity Wastebaskets
-Chicken Fryer
•Stemware
•Picnic Basket
•Clothesline Posts

TOYS
'Pet Chew Sticks
•Rain Jackets
•Shotshell Belts
•7 Qt. Coolers
'Ball Gloves
'Footballs
'Red Fishing Boat Chair
'Boat Seat Pedestals
'Crappie Bait
'Electric Winch

STUPfr

PLUMBING

ELECTRICAL

•Ride-On Rocking Horses
'Swing Set
'Ride-On Battery
Pick-Up Truck
'Airplane Banks
•Etc.

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

Coastto Coast®
Mon.-Sat.
8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

a

'No Layaways
.No Returns
•No Holds

Central Shopping Center
753-8604
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